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VOL. I.—THE ETHNICAL FRONTIER.

' One of the most important as well as most interesting works which the records of Indian literature can show. . . . Yellow-

stained volumes from each district Treasury in Bengal, family archives from the stores of Rajahs, local information collected by

Pandits specially employed for the purpose, folk-lore supplied by the laborious inquisition of native gentlemen, manuscripts in

London, Calcutta, and Bengal, have all been laid under contribution ; and as the initial result, we have the first volume of what pro-

mises to be a delightful and valuable history.'

—

Westminster Review.

' Mr. Hunter has written a book which gives promise of a historian scarcely inferior in scholarship, intellectual power, and

literary skill to Mr. Froude. . . . The real history of India—the history, that is, of its peoples—^has yet to be written. It can be

written only by a man whom long service in India has given special knowledge, and who combines with this a real historical genius.

Mr. Plunter is the first Englishman who combines these qualifications ; and he has in this preliminary volume given us a history

which, in its minute knowledge of the people—their ethnology, language, traditions, religious literature, manners and customs—its

philosophical breadth and freedom firom prejudice, its noble principles and sympathies, and its literary skill and eloquence, will be

as fascinating to the ordinary reader as it is valuable to the student.'

—

British Quarterly.

' A work of the greatest talent, and one which will make an epoch in Indian literature. The facts are set forth with the

scrupulous exactness of an honest and impartial judge, the scientific details are clothed in a dress at once clear and picturesque ; and

it is not too much to compare Mr. Hunter, as a writer, to Lord Macaulay. '

—

Revue Bibliographique Universelle.

' Mr. Hunter, in a word, has applied the philosophic method of writing history to a new field. . . . The grace, and ease, and

steady flow of the writing almost make us forget, when reading, the surpassing severity' and value of the author's labours.'

—

Fortnightly Review.

' A work radiant with an inner light.'

—

St. James' Magazine.

'. . . If Mr. Hunter does not ultimately compel recognition from the world as a historian of the very first class—of the class

to which not a score of Englishman have ever belonged—we entirely mistake our trade. . . . He has executed with admirable

industry and rare power of expression a task which, so far as we know, has never yet been attempted : he has given life, and reality,

and interest to the internal history of an Indian Province under British rule—to a history that is without battles, or sieges, or martial

deeds of any sort.'

—

Spectator.

' The picture ot the great famine of 1 769, which did so much towards ruining the native Bengal aristocracy, is worthy of

Thucydides.'

—

Imperial Revieiv.

' There is still a thick cloud between the rulers and the ruled, which is only broken by the occasional flash of some great

calamity. The work before us affords some light in the midst of this gloom.'

—

Athenaum.

' Many profound scholars, both in this country and Germany, have written learnedly upon the Aryan Emigration ; but for

Mr. Hunter it has been reserved to study an aboriginal race amidst its native mountains, to mark the reciprocal influence of two

phases of civilisation at their point of contact, and to delineate the aspect of Northern India prior to the armed immigration of

the fair-complexioned [Aryan] race. . . . Now that the attention of the British Government has been so forcibly directed to the

peculiar customs and observances of the aboriginal races, it may be hoped that an exceptional system of administration will be

provided for a people so deserving of special consideration.'

—

Cornhill Magazine.
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PREFACE.

T N this book I have brought together the languages of the non-Aryan tribes and peoples

who dwell within or border upon the British Empire of India. They form broken and

scattered fragments of that unrecorded world which was before the dispersion of the Indo-Germanic

stock. On the plains of Hindustan the pre-historic races succumbed so completely beneath the

Aryan invaders, as to lose all remembrance of their separate ethnical existence ; but, as I

endeavoured to show in my Annals of Rural Bengal, they have permanently affected the

language, religion, and political destiny of the composite Hindus whom they combined with

their conquerors to form. On the other hand, among the mountains and lofty plateaux which

everywhere abound in India, they have preserved their nationality intact, and during ages

waged incessant warfare with the lowland population. The long series of Indian conquerors

—

Aryan, Affghan, and Moghul—have each in turn laboured to extirpate them. The English

are now endeavouring to reclaim them. But in order to civilise, it is necessary first to under-

stand them ; and this book, for the first time in the history of India, places the governing

race in direct communication with eighty millions of its non-Aryan subjects and neighbours.

While the principal end of my researches has thus been a purely practical one, I am not

without a firm hope that they will prove of service to European scholarship. Philology has

hitherto concerned herself almost exclusively with Indo-Germanic and Semitic speech ; with

speech, that is, at a single stage, and perhaps not at its most instructive stage. The study of

the non-Aryan tongues of India is destined, I believe, to open the door to the vast linguistic

residue, and to furnish the basis of a new science of language, as the study of Sanskrit in

India eighty years ago afforded the foundation upon which the present system of philology

has been reared. In the following dissertation, the blemishes and probable inaccuracies of

this rudimentary effort are carefully set forth. Some of them I hope to remove in the

Comparative Grammar of Non-Aryan Speech, which I now have in hand ; the rest I leave to

the generosity of scholars who work at greater leisure and with a fuller knowledge of scientific

principles than can be hoped for amid the distractions of Indian official life.

For the convenience of European students and of missionaries, the work is arranged

in English, French, German, Russian, and Latin. The five synonyms are placed at the

head of each page. Polyglot Prefaces will be found at the beginning, and Alphabetical

Indices at the end of the volume.



PREFACE.

T 'OUVRAGE que je donne aujourd'hui au public contient les dements des idiomes

^ dont se servant les tribus et peuplades non-Aryennes qui vivent dans I'etendue des pos-

sessions Anglaises aux Indes, ou qui se trouvent sur les frontieres de cet empire. Ce sont

les debris mutil^s d'un monde d6pourvu d'annales qui pr^ceda la dispersion de la famille

Indo-Germanique. Les races ante-historiques succoiiib^rent si completement dans les plaines

de I'Hindustan sous les coups des envahisseurs Aryens qu'elles perdirent tout souvenir de

leur origine distincte comme peuple. Cependant, ainsi que j'ai essayd de le d^montrer dans

mon livre intitul6 Annals of Rural Bengal, ces races ont affect^ d'une mani^re permanente le

langage, la religion et la destin^e politique de I'agglomeration composite d'Hindous qu'elles

concoururent k former en se fusionnant avec leurs vainqueurs. D'un autre c6td elles

conserv^rent leur nationality intacte dans les montagnes et sur les plateaux 61ev6s qui abondent

partout aux Indes ; et firent pendant des si^cles une guerre incessante aux populations des

basses terres. Aryens, Affghans, et Mongols, les conqu6rants successifs de ce pays essay^rent

tour cl tour de les exterminer. Ce sont ces races que les Anglais s'efforcent aujourd'hui de

rallier. Mais afin de leur donner les bienfaits de la civilisation, il est indispensable de les

comprendre. De la le present volume qui, pour la premiere fois, met la race gouvernante en

rapports directs avec quatre-vingt millions de ses sujets et de ses voisins d'origine non-Aryenne.

Le but principal de mes recherches a done 6t6 essentiellement pratique : toutefois j'ose

esp^rer qu'elles ne seront pas sans utility au point de vue de la philologie. Cette science s'est

occup6e jusqu'ici presqu' exclusivement des idiomes Indo-Germaniques et Semitiques, c'est k

dire du langage envisage dans une seule de ses phases, et non pas la plus int^ressante.

L'^tude des langues non-Aryennes de I'lnde doit, j'en ai la conviction, aboutir au classement

d'un vaste rdsidu linguistique (si je puis m'exprimer ainsi) ; elle fournira les bases d'une

nouvelle science du langage, de mSme qu'il y a quatre-vingt ans I'^tude de Sanscrit aux Indes

posa les fondements sur lesquels a iti elev^ le syst^me de philologie qui a cours aujourd'hui.

Dans la dissertation suivante, j'ai fait remarquer avec soin les erreurs et les inexactitudes

probables de ce premier essai : j'esp^re pouvoir ^liminer les unes dans une Grammaire

Comparative des langues non-Aryennes k laquelle je travaille en ce moment. J'abandonne

le reste k la gen^rosit6 des savants qui ont pour leurs recherches ce loisir et cette connaissance

complete des principes scientifiques dont on ne saurait esp6rer de jouir lorsqu'on est plong^

comme je le suis, au milieu des soucis de la vie ofiScielle aux Indes.

Pour la commodity des savants d'Europe, mon vocabulaire est en Anglais, en Frangais,

en Allemand, en Russe, et en Latin. Les synonymes Fran^ais sont places les premiers en

t^te de chaque page, et k la fin du volume on trouvera un index des mots appartenant k

cette langue.



PR^FATIO LATINA.

T N hoc libro linguas collexi tribuum et populorum, quot sanguinis Aryani non participes aut

imperio Britannico apud Indos subjecti sunt aut fines Britannicos accolunt. Monumenta

sunt, disjecta sane atque dispersa, temporis obscuri et neque per literas neque per hominum

memoriam noti, in quo nondum sede pristina dififuderat sese stirps Indogermanica. In

campis quidem Hindusthanise ita oppressse sunt ab immigrantibus Aryanis nationes, quae ibi

antea habitaverant, ut generis diversitatem omnino oblitas sint : quamvis (quod in Annalibus

meis Agri Bengalensis demonstrare conatus sum) linguam, religionem, rei publicae speciem

apud Indos non minime affecerint ; Indi enim e vincentium cum victis commixtione progeniti

sunt. Sed inter montes et campos editiores, quales per Indiam undique exstant, immutati

reperiuntur indigense generisque sinceri. Bellum per saecula cum populis campestribus gesserunt

;

neque ulli eorum, qui Indiam identidem debellaverunt, Aryani, Afighani, Moghulenses,' montanos

homines non exstirpare laboraverunt. Angli e contrario nostris temporibus ad cultum atque

humanitatem ducere student
;
quod si facere posse volumus, linguas eorum prius intelligendum

est ; et primus in serie fastorum Indicorum liber meus quasi interpres in medium prodit inter

dominos terras et octingenties centena millia hominum alienigenarum, qui cum Anglis seu

ditione seu vicinitate conjunguntur.

Finem igitur ad quem maxima contendi utilitas hodierna est, et maxime in rebus

civilibus ; sed valde spero aliquid Europseae erudition! contulisse. Hactenus vix nisi Unguis

Indogermanicis et Semiticis incubuit philologia ;
qus tamen omnes unius generis sunt, neque

ejus, e quo quam plurimum disci potest. Per studium linguarum non Aryanarum porta, ut

credo, patebit in congeriem illam indigestam sermonis humani adhuc residui atque neglecti,

cujus ad novam scientiam transibimus, non aliter quam ad scientiam, quae nunc est, philo-

logicam per cognitionem linguae Sanscriticae ante octoginta annos admissi sumus. In dis-

putatione, quae subjecta est, errores, quos suspicor, et vitia operis rudis atque imperfecti

diligentissime exhibui : quorum aliqua tollere spero in Grammatica Comparativa sermonis non

Aryani, cui nunc intentus . sum ; cetera viris doctis et aequis relinquo, qui tempore longiore

et scientia profundiore fruantur, quam inter distractiones civilium negotiorum ulli apud Indiam

competit.

Quinque Unguis, ut commodo eruditorum Europaeorum inservirem, opus expressi,

Anglica, Gallica, Germanica, Russica, Latina. Quintum semper in capite paginarum stat

verbum Latinum ; et in fine operis indicem Latinum addidi ordine alphabetico exaratum.



^tt btefem SBii^e ^a6e td^ bie ©pra^ett ber tti^t*artfc|en ©tdmme unb aSo«er jufammengefleat, bte {tttter|»at6

beg trtttifc^en ateicleg in 3;nbten ober an bett Orenjen befetkn woftnen, gS ftnb aerjireute Srft(||iilde j'ener

^tftorifd^ md^t serjetd^neten SBett, tt)eW;e bev 3er|i«uung ber ittbo^germantfc^en SWace »or|)ergmg. Sluf ben

gbenen »on ^tnboftatt fmb bte sov^iporifd^en Dtaeen ben arifd^en gvokvern fo sottpanbtg unterlegen, bag ftc

jebe Srinnerung i^xev etgenen 2lbfiammung »erioren pakn. @ie ^akn jiebod^, wte id^ in metnen §lnnalen ber

SorjTanbfc^aften ©engaleng ^u jeigen serfui^te, auf bte ®pva^i, bte Stettgton unb bte fiaatttd^e ©ntwicEelung

ber ^tnbug, bie mig ber aSermtfd^ung jwifd^en t^nen unb i{»ren groberern ^er»orgegangen ftnb, etnen

Metbenben ©nfTug auggeftfit. Mtx auf ben safilretd^en ©eWrgen unb ,^o4»eknen 3nb{eng |>okn fte (td^ i|ire

irtattonalttdt ^oKfidnbtg er^alten unb mit ber »e»otferung be6 glad^Ianbe^ tucifrenb mefirerer ^afir^unberte

forttt)d{»renb ^rteg gefujirt.

X>k tange SRet^e tnbtfd^er grokrer, §lrter, 2lfg|>anen unb bte ©rofntogut^ ^akn afcwed^felnb auf bte

aSerttlgung berfetOen ^tngearkttet.

2)te ©ngrdnber 6emii|)en ftdp jetjt fte fur ©eftttung em^jfangtidf) ju madden, unb burc^ bag gegenwctrttge

Sud^ ttjirb sunt erfien 2»ak in ber ©efc^i^te 3nbieng bie unmtttettare aSerfianbigung ber i|)errfdf)enben 3fJace

mit acptjig aJitaionen i^rer mdf)t:=arif(^ett Untert^anen unb 9tad^6arn angejireSt

O6tt)0^I nun ber ^aviftiWtd metner Unterfud^ungen ein rein pvatti^tv war, barf i^ bod^ 5u»erftc^Hid|)

^offen, bag btefetkn ber europctifcpen ©^jrad^forfd^ung oon eintgem 5«utaen fetn wetben. Ste ®pradf)tt)iffenfd^aft

^at ftd^ m ietjt fafi augfdpttegttd^ urn bte inbogermantfd^en unb bte femitifdpen ©pradfien, unb jwar in einem

etnjetnen, feinegwegg bent te^rretdpflen entrotd£etung6'@tabtum berfelkn befiintntert.

Dag ©tubium ber nicjit^arifd^en ©pradf)en 3;nbteng ifl meineg Dafuri^atteng baju kfiimmt, bag ret(^e

no4» itbrige ©jjradpmatertal ju erfd^tiegen unb bte ©runblage etner neuen ©pradpwijfenfc^aft abjugekn in

eben ber SBeife, wie sor ad^tjig 3;a^ren bag ©anffritjiubium in 3nbten bie 33aftg iieferte, auf welc^er bag

jetjige ®}3ra^enf9ftent kru^t. ^n ber fotgenben Stb^anbtung |tak i^ bie 5!Jfdnget unb etwatgen Ungenau^

igfetten biefeg ©runbriffeg forgfdttig angegeben.

Stntge berfelkn |»offe i^ in einer cergteid^enben ©rammatit ber nid^t^arifc^en @:prad^en, mit beren

Slugarkitung i^ jetjt befd^dfttgt kn, ju kfeittgen.

2)ag Uekige ilkrtaffe i^ ber nttlben 23eurt|»eilung ber S^rad^forfd^er, bie mit mefir 3)?u§e unb

(Irengerer SBtfenf^afttid^fett arktten, atg man ftt^ unter ben 23erufggefcf)dften beg SSeamtentekng in 3nbien

»erfd|)affen fann.

3um kquemeren ®ebxani^ filr euroj)difdf)e ©pradpfreunbe ift ben gnglifc^en 2Bortern eine granjoftfc^e,

35eutfdj)e, 9iuffifc|)e unb Sateinifd^e Ueberfetjung kigegeben. 3n bem (Jolumnentitet \tt^t jiebegmal bag beutfdfje

aCBort 5U jwett, unb am (£nbe beg 93anbeg beftnbet |t^ ein alpfiaktifd^eg beutfdpeg aSerjei^nig*

UPEAECIOBIE.

Bs ernou Kumn coffpaim mhoio hsuku He-apiaiicinixs napodoe^ u emmbhs, aicuayiu^uxs es AmM-uHdibUcKOMn

locydapcmeib ujiu na tpanui^axn mo. JJibM oice eceto mpyda usMowena mhoio nodpo6no es JiamuncKOMS u HibMenKOMS

npeducMsijixs ks Hemy, a omuffKU, KomopbiMS nodeepoicem manoto poda mpyds, ynasami ea pascyoicdemu, ueno-

cpedcmeeHHO CAndywwieMS sa npeducAosieMS. /^aji ydo6cmea pyccimxs uumameMu, eeepxy Jiucma, cnpaea icaoicdmo

amMUcKato cjoea, noMnwiem eio pyccmu cuhohums, empaoicenHbitt JiamuncKUMU dyneaMu na ckomko mo eosMoowno

6mi3ko npu pasHocmu asffyKS ; ks KoiiVfy owe khuiu npuMoicem aA^aeummiU tjmaameM uxs.
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NOTANDA.

TRANSLITERATION.

a = u a.s in. cu(; d ^= a as in card,

i =:= ee as in meet ; i = ee as in thee,

u =^ 00 a.s in doot; ti = oo sls in iooth.

SIGNS.

Dual (i)j Plural (^); Dual Inclusive 0; Dual Exclusive {*); Plural Inclusive {'); Plural Exclusive («).

In Magyar, Turkish, Circassian, or Georgian, an asterisk (*) attached to a word indicates that it is

obtained from the ' Gentium Boreo-Orientalium Vulgo Tartarorum Harmonia Linguarum,' appended to

'A Description of the Northern and Eastern Parts of Europe and Asia, written in High German by-

Philip John von Strahlenberg, a Swedish officer, thirteen years captive in those parts,' 4to, 1736, 463 pp.

An author not always trustworthy.

In Mongol and Mantshu an asterisk (*) indicates the same thing. The sign t marks an Ostiak

word used by the tribes of the river Irtisch in Siberia; % marks Samoyedic words in use among the

peoples living between the Yenesei and the Lena
; § marks Tungusic words spoken by the races of

the Tingus valley in Siberia;
||

indicate Tungusic or Lamuti words of Kamschatka.



DISSERTATION.

I.—POLITICAL.

A T the close of each year the British Governors of India deHver an account

-^ ^ of the provinces entrusted to their care. Their reports are mainly occupied

with internal measures, and form monuments of sagacious humanity and the national

genius for rule, which no Englishman can contemplate without patriotic pride. But

from amid these records of the consolidation of long hostile races into a harmonious

empire, one chapter stands out in painful contrast. It is the section which refers

to the hill and forest peoples who surround the frontier and inhabit the interior

table-lands and mountain ranges of India. No sooner does the narrative enter on

this topic, than its whole spirit changes. The deliberate civil strength and calm

knowledge which regulate the action of English Governors towards the population

of the plains, give place to fitful and violent exertions of armed force. Calculations

from ascertained social causes and effects are seldom attempted ; the issues of any

measure can never be foretold : the only policy discernible is a policy of emergen-

cies ; and in place of the sedate forbearance towards the prejudices and weaknesses

of the people, little appears save mutual indignation, outrages, reprisals, and a

perpetual probability that each cold season will have its highland rising or frontier

war.

General statements are feeble when particular illustrations abound. It matters

little which province is cited. No population ever made more rapid progress in all

that renders life secure, and in all that renders life worth having, than the people

of Lower Bengal between i860 and 1865 ; and the frontier history of this part

of India is certainly not more unsatisfactory than that of its neighbours. The

Administration Report for x 860-61 records our dealings with four hill races, two

of them situated far within the British boundary. The narrative opens with

' outrages perpetrated on British subjects by the people of Sikhim ;' the second

section is devoted to military operations against the Kukis ; the third to military

operations against the Garrows ; the fourth relates the sequel of the previous

season's military operations against the Cossyahs and Jynteahs. These form the

entire record of our intercourse with the hill tribes during the year. But indeed

the bare titles of the chapters—titles given, it must be remembered, by an official

pen—speak with sufficient clearness as to the character of our administration of the



DISSERTATION. [i.-political.

highland races. The report for 1861-62 contains six short chapters. The first

is headed, 'The Cossyah RebeUion ;' the second, 'Riot in Nowgong;' the third,

'Excitement in the Sonthal Districts;' the fourth, 'Disturbances in Sumbulpore
;

'

the fifth, ' Disturbances in Boad ;' the sixth, ' Booteah Aggressions.' The report

for 1862-63 again leads off with ' The Cossyah Rebellion,' and is occupied by the

invariable record of outrages and armed pacifications. Next year a lull occurred,

but the British power received insults which could be wiped out only by a costly

and sanguinary war. The report of 1864-65 accordingly opens with the Bhutan

expedition,—an expedition memorable for its disasters not less than for its ultimate

triumph ; the next section relates a raid into British territory by Tibetans ; the third

is taken up with a narrative of murder and abduction in British territory by

Nepalese ; the fourth, with disturbances in Munipur ; the fifth is headed ' Naga

Raids ;
' the sixth, ' Garrow Outrages.'

Similar scenes repeat themselves with more or less frequency in every

mountainous region of India. The wisdom of British administrators in managing

the Hindus and Mussalmans of the plains, seems everywhere turned into folly when

dealing with the hill and forest tribes. These tribes approach or exceed two

hundred in number ; but an impartial historian could not review our intercourse

with more than one of them with unmixed pride. It was once customary to lay

the blame of our failure on the races themselves ; and, without doubt, tribes so far

removed from us in their social necessities, habits of thought, and motives of action,

are more difficult to deal with than a population which has so much in common

with ourselves as the Hindus. Many of the hill races have approved themselves

faithful allies, brave soldiers, and peaceful subjects under British rule ; and the

administrators who know them most intimately, speak most enthusiastically of their

manliness and love of truth. But in their political dealings with us, the element

of certainty is always wanting. Individual officers can safely rely on them, but

the Government cannot; and no length of contented industry or loyal service

furnishes a guarantee against sudden risings which cover whole districts with flames.

Indian administrators have accordingly become accustomed to accept the hill

races as mysteries, and to look upon their movements, necessities, and animosities,

as things beyond the range of political knowledge. But the essence of mystery

consists in presenting the effect and concealing the cause. In dealing with the

highland tribes, the English have constantly to witness startling results, whose

reasons they are unable to perceive. The power of observing and interpreting

social indications, by which officers rise to places of trust on the plains, finds no

material to act upon among the mountaineers ; and frontier administrators are selected

less for the qualities which anticipate and avert danger, than for the ready intre-

pidity which disarms it. The truth is, the English have studied and understand the

lowland population as no conquerors ever studied or understood a subject race.
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Their history, their habits, their requirements, their very weaknesses and prejudices

are known, and furnish a basis for those political inductions, which, under the

titles of administrative foresight and timely reform, meet popular movements half-

way. The East India Company grudged neither honours nor solid rewards to any

meritorious effort to illustrate the peoples whom it ruled. Such efforts led to a series

of discoveries which have rolled back the horizon of human knowledge, and brought

out in clear relief the ethnical revolutions of a prehistoric world. • They have

proved that the population of India mainly consists of that Aryan or noble stock

which has radiated from Persia to America and Australasia, and is now nearly

co-extensive with civilised mankind. At an early period, it became known that

another element had entered into the composition of the Indian people ; but an

ignoble element, destitute of letters, of historical relationship, of religious conceptions,

of all that renders the study of a race attractive, and for the most part buried away

in forests fatal to European life. The very lustre of Aryan discoveries threw the

non-Aryan peoples of India into a deeper shade. Practical usefulness and the

gloss of fashion were for once on the same side ; and European scholars crowded

into a field in which every honest seeker might hope to find some ore, and kept

aloof from pursuits in which they could look for little sympathy, and from which

they expected no results. While a new science was being erected on the basis

furnished by Sanskrit speech, the languages and the very names of the non-

Aryan races remained unknown, and Government very properly kept its liberality

for those studies which promised most fruit. Every year saw some research into

Indo-Aryan history or speech munificently assisted ; but during the whole history

of the East India Company, it is impossible to adduce a single effort to illustrate

the non-Aryan tribes which received efficient support. Until very lately, and per-

haps even still, before a man devotes himself to these races, he must make up his

mind not merely to dedicate his private fortune to researches which yield no fame,

but also to separate himself from the great sympathetic stream of European

scholarship.

The practical result now appears. English administrators understand the

Aryan, and are almost totally ignorant of the non-Aryan, population of India.

They know with remarkable precision how a measure will be received by the

higher or purely Aryan ranks of the community; they can foresee with less

certainty its effect upon the lower or semi-Aryan classes ; but they neither know

nor venture to predict the results of any line of action among the non-Aryan

tribes. Political calculations are impossible without a knowledge of the people.

But the evil does not stop here. In the void left by ignorance, prejudice has

taken up its seat; and the calamity of the non-Aryan races is not merely that they

are not understood, but that they are misrepresented. We have gathered our notions

concerning them from their immemorial enemies. Nothing can be conceived in a
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more malignant spirit, than the epithets which ancient Sanskrit writers apply to them.

The Brahminical religion has ever treated them as outcasts, hateful to gods and

men ; and this traditional and superstitious abhorrence is kept in a glow by the

actual necessities of the superior race. The Hindus are an increasing, and conse-

quently an encroaching people. Their advances have to be made at the expense

of the hill and fqrest tribes ; and Aryan aggressiveness, mercantile or territorial, has

been found to lie at the bottom of almost every non-Aryan rising whose causes

have been carefully ascertained. Indian history, indeed, is one long monotonous

recital of how the children of the soil have been driven deeper and deeper into

the wilds. On the one side is contemptuous detestation, on the other sullen fury;

yet frontier investigators have constantly to accept the slanders of the wrong-doers

as their sole evidence touching the motives and character of the wronged. What

sort of a notion should we arrive at of the Hindus, if our only data had to be

gathered among the aborigines ? Of most of these unhappy tribes we have not a

single portraiture by an impartial hand. The Indian newspapers catch and spread

the infection. On more than one occasion, English journalists have so far for-

gotten their characteristic tenderness to the fallen, as to insult the despairing

bravery of hill tribes, to speak of a peasantry fighting for its homesteads as ' adult

tigers,' and to propose, as a cure for well-grounded disaffection, the deportation,

across the seas of a whole race. Within the last fourteen years. Christian gentle-

men have penned articles breathing a spirit scarcely less tolerant than that in which

the early Sanskrit singers depicted the forest tribes as black, noseless demons, of

squat stature, and inarticulate speech.

The strongest proofs of our ignorance of the non-Aryan races, however, are

to be found in the works of non-Aryan scholars. I shall cite two writers of

unquestionable ability, with regard to whom my remarks cannot be misconstrued

into hostile criticism. An admirable lecture, delivered in 1852 before the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, stated that a survey officer had 'lately

discovered another tribe called Sonthals.' This newly found tribe, it should be

observed, had occupied over thirty thousand square miles of British territory during

more than half a century, numbered about two million people, had given new

land-tenures to adjoining districts, and sent forth colonies to the north and to the

east, one of which paid ;i^68o3, in the single item of rent, to the British treasury

in 1854, and contained at the period of their 'discovery' 82,795 souls. Yet the

lecturer was perfectly accurate in speaking of this race—a race equal to the whole

rural population of Scotland—as having just been brought to light. Four years

later, this unknown race, goaded by wrongs which their English rulers had long

failed to understand, and therefore neglected to redress, burst down upon the plains,

and during five memorable months devastated the western districts with fire and

sword. As soon as order was restored, their complaints were Inquired into, and
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found to be just. A new system was inaugurated, and they have ever since been

the most contented of British subjects. A year ago, the sister society in Bengal

put forth an elaborate volume, which endeavoured to bring together all that is

known about the non-Aryan peoples. With regard to many of them, scarcely

anything appears but their names. Of one important tribe—the Gonds of Bustar and

the adjoining countries—the conscientious writer says :
' We know very little except

that they are extreme savages—black, ugly, barbarous, and dangerous.' Another

—

the Kherrias, whose very name, as will subsequently appear, is pregnant with

information—are declared to be 'a mystery even to Colonel Dalton,' the most

laborious investigator which that section of the aborigines has had.

But while learned men admit and deplore the absence of ' information, there is

a class of writers who are not content to plead ignorance. If Government orders

a report on the causes of a frontier raid, a report must be compiled. British officers,

however, are scarcely ever able to converse with the offending tribes : no dictionary

of their languages has been published, and all that can be found out about

them comes through their natural enemies, the Aryan borderers. Extravagant

calumnies thus attain to the dignity of State Papers, and are copied from one

report into another. The more malignant and striking the caricature, the surer it

is of a wide circulation, till, gradually gaining probability by unquestioned iteration,

it becomes the materials by which our official dealings are regulated, and on which

our political estimate is formed. When it is possible to place such reports side by

side by the truth, the result is merely ludicrous ; but it is not always possible to

do so. And for one calumny that can thus be rendered harmless, a hundred wander

forth unrefuted, poisoning public opinion, drying up our natural charity, and, it is

to be feared, warping the British policy towards whole races.

It is an invidious, although unfortunately easy, task to select particular

instances. In 1854 a long series of misunderstandings and more or less mutual

grievances culminated in a war with Bhutan. Here is the official account of the

unfortunate race whom it was then found necessary to encounter, and whose

untrained valour repelled for a time the resources of civilised war. The descrip-

tion is a sufficiently striking one, and had been transcribed from one Report

into another three times before it reached the State Paper from which I excerpt

it. The interjections are its own. It sets out by stigmatizing the Bhuteas as

' very quarrelsome and unsociable, as will be seen from their huts being isolated^

forgetting that the barrenness of the hills and the necessities of hunting-tribes

render large villages on the Hindu plan impracticable. ' They are a very revenge-

ful and sly race, seldom forgetting a wrong done them ; the greatest cheats and

the most barefaced liars, I may safely say, in India ! Morality is not named

among them : men and women occupy the same apartment ; after a day's work

they assemble around one fire, with a large basin full of murwa (a spirituous
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liquor made from the grain of the same name), which they suck up through narrow

bamboo tubes, and eventually all fall about drunk, from the child to the grandsire,

unable to rise till the following morning. The women seldom remain true to their

husbands. They generally go from one to another, leaving the children, if there

are any, with the father
!

' For this extraordinary picture the colours were mixed,

we may be sure, by a lowlander's hand.

It happens that this race is one of those on whom the light of Mr. Brian

Hodgson's scholarship has glanced. He discriminates between two branches of

the same family; the one considerably advanced in civilisation, the other still rude.

With regard to the latter he thus sums up :
' They are, in fact, not noxious, but

helpless ; not vicious, but aimless, both morally and intellectually ; so that one cannot

without distress behold their careless, unconscious inaptitude.' Let the reader

contrast this touching portraiture of the wildest of the unreclaimed tribes, with the

above uncritical denunciation of the whole Bhutea stock; and from its successful

calumnies on a people who have formed an object of anxious scrutiny during many

years, let him judge of the bold flights of malignancy that are safely ventured upon

in delineations of less known races.

Thus ignorance begets misrepresentation, and misrepresentation brings forth

bitter political fruits. The non-Aryan element, moreover, is not confined to the

hills and forests ; it enters largely into the composition of the people of the plains,

in some places preponderating over the Aryan, and everywhere forming "a thick

solid substratum on which the Hindu population rests. Of the lowland aborigines,

where they have preserved their nationality, prsedial slavery until recently formed

the almost universal fate. In some parts of Southern India the intolerant provi-

sions of Manu receive effect at the present day ; and the aboriginal castes continue

to live apart with their dogs and asses on the outskirts of the village, forbidden to

pollute its streets with their processions or their dwellings, or to build any habitation

less humble than a thatched mud hut. But in general the non-Aryans of the

plains have merged in the composite community; and in my Annals of Rural

Bengal I have endeavoured, at considerable length, to exhibit the ethnical

compromises to which the Aryan element has had to submit, and to illustrate the

permanent influence of the aboriginal races on the speech, the religion, the social

institutions, and the political destinies of the modern Hindus. It has been my
fortune to be brought in several capacities into unusually close contact with both

the pure and the mixed non-Aryan population. As an officer for several years

upon an ethnical frontier, I was deeply impressed with the almost imperceptible

gradations by which the acknowledged non-Aryans of the highlands slid into the

low-caste Hindus of the plain. When in charge of the treasury, I had means of

learning that the hill races have affected the relation of landlord and tenant in the

lowlands to an extent that has not even been conjectured; and that non-Aryan
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ideas of property, never recognised by the rulers, but immoveably rooted in the

masses of Lower Bengal, had seethed and agitated, and .irresistibly worked their

way upwards, till they impressed themselves on our most conspicuous piece of rural

legislation. As a magistrate, I came in contact with prejudices and traditional

convictions, which, however unfounded they may seem to us, nevertheless amount

to a sense of duty, and supply motives of action to millions of British subjects;

prejudices and convictions for which English criminal justice makes no allowance,

yet which, as I shall show, sometimes affect English officers with a sense almost

of sickness in administering the law. But it was when in charge of a jail on the

ethnical frontier that I really learned of what the Bengali people is made up. In

that little captive community each class found itself amply represented. Of four

hundred prisoners, one-fourth came from the adjacent highlands, and brought with

them the customs, superstitions, and speech of an aboriginal race. The main

body consisted of the mixed semi-Aryan Hindus, from the low-caste which eats

offal, to the husbandman who in meats and drinks walks after the pattern of the

straitest Pundit. Brahmans formed the residue, and illustrated the various grada-

tions in even the purely Aryan element. Men's characters come out in jail as

they do on a long voyage ; and the not unkindly relations between the prisoners

and their non-resident head who sometimes shields them from the harshness of

subordinates, whose tempers are tried and whose humanity is impaired by the

details of prison discipline, brought me into contact with a hidden world of thought,

feeling, and motive, which the ordinary intercourse of life would never have

enabled me to reach. Subsequently, in a distant part of the province, it was my

office to watch over the emigrants to the tea districts. Every week, bands of

hill-men, driven by hunger from the western frontier, embarked for plantations in

the extreme north-east. They represented the overflowings of many races, and

brought with them tales of disea.se and chronic starvation, to which their faces

and bodies bore touching proof Still later, when superintending Public Instruction

in the south-western division of Bengal, I found that our efforts obtained an

adequate success only in the lowland districts. I have had an opportunity of

comparing these efforts with the working of State Education in France and Prussia;

and I am convinced that the Indian scheme is inferior, neither in its organization

nor in its fruits, to the model systems of Europe, while it possesses a single-

mindedness and an elasticity all its own. It performs as a solemn obligation a

function that has never entered into the ideas or touched the conscience of any

other conquering race. It sacrifices nothing of its educational efficiency to political

purposes; it is looked upon by neither the rulers nor the people as an engine of

government, but keeps itself with cold dignity to its own proper work, and is at

this moment increasing by one-third the civilised world. In the Hindu districts,

every important village or considerable collection of homesteads has, or will soon
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have, an aided school. But within half a day's march beyond the ethnical frontier

the scene changes : Government schools can hardly be planted, except in the local

capitals, where colonies of Hindu officials and traders have sprung up ;
and unpaid

missionary zeal forms the only educational channel by which the State has found

it possible to reach the aboriginal masses. In short, the population of India

everywhere divides itself into classes : the preponderating Hinduized section

including the whole upper and middle ranks in lowland provinces, with whose

languages, habits, and necessities we are perfectly familiar, and to whom British

rule is an unmixed blessing; and the aboriginal or semi-aboriginal residue, who

form a dense unpenetrated substratum among the population of the plains and the

sole inhabitants of mountainous or forest regions, ^— a residue of whose speech,

feelings, and wants we know nothing, whom the English imagination has not yet

reached, and for whom the security and prosperity of British rule have, by removing

the previous checks on population, only intensified the struggle for life.

Yet these unrealized races have capabilities, both for good and for evil, which

it is impossible to overlook. For ages they have formed a difficulty which each suc-

ceeding Government of India has been forced to face, and which no Government has

been able to get rid of The Mussalmans dealt with them as with wild beasts,

but they have a tenacity to existence which wild beasts do not possess ; and the one

sorrowful lesson of their history is, that they cannot be exterminated. The most

that the Company hoped for, was to keep them quiet ; with what success, let the

narrative of our dealings with any one among their races, or the events of any single

year, attest. The problem which the Queen's Government in India is now called

upon to solve, is to utilize them. From time to time, isolated administrators,

touched by their miseries and rude virtues, have laboured to acquire their languages

and to understand their wants ; but such knowledge has hitherto been the property

of individuals, and has too often died with its possessors. Even when committed

to paper, their researches remain buried in the Government archives, or form

scattered and scarcely accessible monographs in the proceedings of learned societies.

This book endeavours to render these perishable hoards of individuals the permanent

property of the Government, and to place what have hitherto been matters of recondite

scholarship, at the disposal of every Indian missionary or administrator who wishes

honestly to do his work.

Although we are chiefly acquainted with the non-Aryan peoples as frontier

marauders and rebels, their capabilities for good are not unascertained. During

the struggle between the worn-out Sanskrit civilisation and the impetuous prime

of Islam, the Hindus discovered the value of the aboriginal races. Many chiefs of

noble Aryan blood maintained their independence by such alliances ; others founded

new kingdoms among the forest peoples. To this day some of the tribes exhibit a

black original section living side by side with a fair-skinned composite kindred sprung
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from the refugees ; and the most exalted Hindu princes have to submit to a curious

aboriginal rite on their accession to the throne. It was stated before the Royal

Asiatic Society in 1852, that the investiture of the Rajput Rajah of Nerwar is

not complete, till one of his purely aboriginal subjects, a Mina, paints a round

spot on his forehead with blood freshly drawn from the toe of another Mina,

Without this formal recognition, his non-Aryan subjects could not be depended

upon
;
when once it has been performed, their fidelity has never been known to

waver. They form the treasury and palace guards, hold the personal safety of

the prince entirely in their hands, and supply the sole escort to whom he entrusts

the honour of his daughters when they go abroad. The Ranah of Udaypur, cited

by General Briggs as the highest in rank of all the Hindu sovereigns in India,

renders the same homage, however ill it may comport with his caste and personal

dignity, to the traditions of his aboriginal subjects. Before he ascends the throne, his

forehead must first be marked with the blood of a Bhil. The Hinduized chieftains

of Central India receive investiture by the blood of a pure Kol ; and so strong a

hold has this ceremony on the minds of the people, that among the Cheris—once

a great tribe, who defended themselves with honour against Shere Shah and the

Imperial army, now reduced to five or six families—the head of the little

community is still installed under the title of Rajah, with the token of the round

spot of warm aboriginal blood.

But it is not the Hindus alone that have proved the loyalty of these neglected

races. Scarcely a single administrator has ruled over them for any length of time,

without finding his' prejudices conquered, and his heart softened, and leaving on

record his sorrow for their present condition, and his belief in their capabilities

for good. But lest the traditional tenderness of the Indian Civil Service to the

people should weaken the testimony of such witnesses, I shall quote only the words

of soldiers—words publicly uttered and printed by veteran servants of the Company

or Crown, and never contradicted or impugned. ' They are faithful, truthful, and

attached to their superiors,' writes General Briggs ;
' ready at all times to lay down

their lives for those they serve, and remarkable for their indomitable courage.

These qualities have been always displayed in our Service. The aborigines of the

Carnatic were the Sepoys of Clive and of Coote. A few companies of the same

stock joined the former great captain from Bombay, and fought the battle of

Plassey in Bengal, which laid the foundation of our Indian empire. They have

since distinguished themselves in the corps of pioneers and engineers, not only in

India, but in Ava, in • Afifghanistan, and in the celebrated defence of Jelalabad. An

unjust prejudice against them has grown up in the armies of Madras and Bombay,

where they have done best service, produced by the feelings of contempt for

them existing among the Hindu and Mahomedan troops. They have no prejudices

themselves, are always ready to serve abroad and embark on board ship ; and I

B
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believe no instance of mutiny has ever occurred among them.' Colonel Dixon s

report, published by the Court of Directors, portrays their character with admirable

minuteness. He dilates on their 'fidelity, truth, and honesty,' their determined

valour, their simple loyalty, and an extreme and almost touching devotion when

put upon their honour. Strong as is the bond of kindred among the Mirs, he

vouches for their fidelity in guarding even their own relatives as prisoners when

formally entrusted to their care. For centuries they had been known only as

exterminators ; but beneath the considerate handling of one Englishman who

honestly set about understanding, them, they became peaceful subjects and well-

disciplined soldiers. To the honour of British administrators be it said, the same

transformation has taken place in many a remote forest of India ; and I fear that,

in pleading for the universal and systematic adoption of the policy which has pro-

duced such brilliant isolated- results, I may have too sparingly acknowledged many

noble individual efforts. Every military man who has had anything to do with the

aboriginal races, admits that once they admit a claim on their allegiance, nothing

tempts them to a treacherous or disloyal act. ' The fidelity to their acknowledged

chief,' writes Captain Hunter, ' is very remarkable ; and so strong is their

attachment, that in no situation or condition, however desperate, can they be

induced to betray him. If old and decrepid, they will carry him from place to

place, to save him from his enemies.' Their obedience to recognised authority is

absolute ; and Colonel Tod relates how the wife of an absent chieftain procured

for a British messenger safe-conduct and hospitality through the densest forests, by

giving him one of her husband's arrows as a token, The very officers who have

had to act most sharply against them, speak most strongly, and often not without

a noble regret and self-reproach, in their favour. ' It was not war,' Major Vincent

Jervis thus writes to me of the operations against the race with which I am best

acquainted, ' they did not understand yielding ; as long as their national drums beat,

the whole party would stand, and allow themselves to be shot down. . . . There was

not a Sepoy in the war who did not feel ashamed of himself The prisoners were

for the most part wounded men. They upbraided us with fighting against them

;

they always said it was with the Bengalis they were • at war, not with the English.

If a single Englishman had been sent to them who understood their wrongs, and

would have redressed them, they declared there would have been no war. It is

not true that they used poisoned arrows. They were the most truthful set of

men I ever met'

But why heap up evidence of experts touching a race whose virtues, like their

defects, lie on the surface, and are noted in the diaries and itineraries of every

passer-by. Bishop Heber knew nothing of their language or their history ; but their

martial openness, their manliness, their skill as archers, and their habitual bearing

of arms, could not escape him ; and his imagination, hitting the political truth
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of their position nearer than the scholarship of that day divined, carried him

back to Robin Hood and the forest communities who stood out against aUen

encroachments in the oaken fastnesses of England.

The solution of the problem has ceased to be optional. The order and

security whicTi the Queen's Government in India has now imperiously imposed,

have done away with those cruel checks upon population which seem to be

natural and necessary among rude nations. A lowland raid used to be an

event which came as punctually as the December harvest ; the whole tribe

lived at the expense of their neighbours during the cold weather, and the

loss of life incident to the annual holiday rendered their own scanty crops

sufficient for the survivors during the rest of the year. But all this has now

come to an end. Raids, although frequent, have ceased to be either a means

of regular profit, or a drain upon the population steady enough to be depended

upon. The people, therefore, are increasing, while their former means of sub-

sistence have diminished; and the question of some systematic scheme of dealing

with the aboriginal races has been removed from the languid domain of specu-

lation, into the reddened arena in which political necessity and the promptings

of self-preservation do their pitiless work.

The remedies are two-fold. The first consists in supplying the place of

the old sources of subsistence by new ones ; the second, in enabling the people

themselves to augment the productiveness of such of the old means of sub-

sistence as remain to them.

I believe that, in attempting to apply the first remedy, the British are

yet destined to find a solution for the two great difficulties of their position in

India. Their first difficulty is a military one. A vast native army has to be

maintained, and this army must be watched by another army with different

interests and of a distinct race. The whole burden of supplying the surveillance

at present rests upon the population of the British islands,—a population scarcely

one-eighth of the Indian people, separated from India by the width of the globe,

and by the repugnance which a northern nation has to exile in the tropics

;

above all, a population who have so much assured comfort and so many

avenues to distinction in civil life, as to render military service distasteful.

The difficulty will increase to a yet unsuspected intensity, as the effects of

co-operation among the lower classes, and of the present tendency of public

opinion to a more democratic tone of government, begin to tell. Englishmen

will never be wanting in the hour of England's need; but the dull work of

holding India will continue, in spite of improvements in the condition of the

soldier, to render the army more and more unpopular with working men. From

this difficulty the aboriginal tribes of India hold out a means of relief In

interest, in race, in religion, in habits of life, they are cut off from the Hindus and
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Mussalmans by a gulf of whose breadth the people of Christian States can form no

idea ; and their ethnical repugnance is kept in a constant glow by the remembrance

of ancient wars and recent wrongs. Sooner would the panther of their native

forests herd with the fox of the lowlands, than the hill-men join with the Mussalmans

or Hindus. Of the valour of many of their tribes, and that unquestioning fidelity

and capacity for discipline which are the raw materials of soldiersliip, there is no

question. It is not needful to add other testimonies to the opinions of the

distinguished officers already cited ; for the part played by the aboriginal troops

during the mutiny is fresh in every Indian statesman's memory. The brilliant

actions of Cleveland's Hill Rangers, until enervated by disuse and want of discipline,

are matters of history. One of their races, the Bangis, long claimed the honour of

leading the forlorn hope in Mussalman sieges. As a military police, they are said

to have proved invaluable in Mirwar, Candeish, and wherever they have been

employed ; and any magistrate in Bengal would rather meet a jail outbreak with a

company of Mongolian-cheeked, squat Goorkas, than with a regiment of the

tallest and highest caste Sepoys.

It is not as if the experiment had not been tried. It has been tried again

and again, and has always succeeded ; but routine and our ignorance of the

aboriginal races have stood in the way of its systematic application. By extensively

employing these tribes as a military police and as soldiers, we should not only

relieve the English population of a burden greater than it can permanently bear,

but we should offer a livelihood to brave predatory peoples, whom the stern order

of British rule has deprived of an important source of subsistence, Their position

presents a striking analogy to that of the Scottish Highlanders at the Revolution.

A vast reservoir of warlike energy is constantly overflowing on a peaceful low-

land people; energy which must find vent in some shape, and which has either

to be directed against the Government or utilized by it. During, three hundred

years, says Hill Burton, the philosophical historian of Scotland, the Stuarts had

waged a war of extermination against the mountaineers in vain; to the present

dynasty belongs the glory of converting bands of marauders into those disciplined

battalions which have reaped honour on every English battle-field during nearly

two centuries. The same problem has to be solved for the aboriginal races of

India. Their military capacity and energy are undisputed.: the only question is,

whether this capacity and energy are to be to England a source of weakness
or of strength.

The second difficulty of our position in India is a mercantile one. The
division of the population into labourers and employers has not taken the trenchant

and uncompromising form that it has in England. Sparsely inhabited frontier

provinces cannot be peopled from the lowland population, nor can public works of

great size be accomplished by them. The aboriginal races supply the want of a
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large labouring class among the Hindus. It is they who have constructed our

railways, and who are at this moment creating, in tea cultivation, a new source of

wealth to India, and a new field for English capital, whose magnitude it is

impossible even yet to foresee.

The other means of ameliorating the condition of the non-Aryan tribes,

consists in enabling them to augment the legitimate sources of subsistence which

remain to them ; in one word, to civilise them. For ages they have been unsettled

predatory peoples, despising peaceful industry among themselves, and living as

much as possible on the peaceful industry of their neighbours. The opportunities

for depredation have ceased, but the contempt for steady industry remains. I do

not permit myself even to glance at those noble and touching arguments which

humanity and the Christian faith suggest for the reclamation of lapsed races. But

looking upon the question as one of purely political utility, it seems that in the

aboriginal peoples it is possible to find a counterpoise for the great Indian races

to whom British rule is at best alien sway. The Hindus regard our accession but as

a change of masters ; the Mussalmans hate us as conquerors, if not as tyrants. To

the aboriginal races alone can we appear in the light of friends and deliverers.

They have yet to start on the path of progress. It remains for us to decide

whether that path is to lead them to Hinduism, or to the purer faith and civilisation

which we represent. Even in their superstitions there is special ground for hope.

Anything like conversion per saltum, or on a large scale, need not be looked for

among races possessed of religious systems so venerable and so nicely adjusted to

human instincts as Hinduism and Islam are to the Aryans and Mussalmans of

India. We cannot reasonably hope to be the deus ex machina to peoples with

such august supernal contrivances of their own. But the hill tribes are still in

want of everything. Before the conservative inertia of Hinduism, the life of the

most earnest Englishman is neither more nor less than a single wave that breaks

upon the shore. But from the days of Cleveland downwards, every frontier of

India can show some tribe whose destiny has been changed by the energy of

individual British administrators. New crops, new villages, new habits, a new

mode of life, and bloody rites exchanged for harmless social gatherings,—these are

the memorials that any zealous Englishman may hope to leave of his labours

among a forest people; and if we glance for a moment at that more solemn side

of the human destiny which Indian administrators wisely regard beyond their

province, there are instances of little aboriginal communities accepting Christianity

in a body, as a protection against witchcraft and those implacable demons whom

their fathers had for ages endeavoured to appease with human life.

Our present ignorance of their notions and necessities, and their corresponding

inability to understand our system of justice, lead to scenes which no Englishman

can contemplate without sorrow. I cite only one instance. The same dread of
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witchcraft which in skilful hands makes converts of whole villages, leads to the

most appalling outrages. In 1857 the Ho tribes determined to purge themselves

of the witches and sorcerers who had grown numerous under our rule. ' The

destruction of human life that ensued;' says the official report, 'is too terrible to

contemplate. Whole families were put an end to. In some instances, the destroyers,

issuing forth in the dusk, and commencing with the denounced wizard and his

household, went from house to house, until before the morning dawn they had

succeeded in extinguishing, as they thought, the whole race.' For a massacre like

this, perpetrated in a settled British district, scarcely a hundred and fifty miles

from Calcutta, our system of justice could admit no palliative pleas ; but the

evident good faith and pitiable ignorance of the criminals almost unnerved the

officers of the law. ' The work of retribution was a sad task,' wrote Mr. Justice

Campbell eight years later, ' but it was rigorously carried out. It was melancholy

to have to condemn men who themselves artlessly detailed every incident of the

crime with which they were charged.'

But if our criminal system is sometimes harsh to the aboriginal races, our

law of property seems to many of them wholly inexplicable. It is the characteristic

of all their tribes, says General Briggs, to consider themselves the rightful owners

of their ancient territory. If forcibly driven out, no length of illegal dispossession

can bar their claim ; their title to plunder the ousters and to appropriate the crops

is a precious heirloom that often forms the sole inheritance which one generation

has to bequeath to its successor; and this title the lowland borderers in many

instances practically acknowledged by the regular payment of blackmail. The

English, on the other hand, have been compelled to accept possession as a test

of proprietary right in India to a degree unknown to the long settled jurisprudence

of Europe. Obsolete claims of ownership have had but small effect in Indian

courts, even when eloquently set forth ; and the almost sole answer which the

aboriginal races have received to their inarticulate pleadings and forcible exertions

of fancied rights, consists in burning a few of their villages, or in placing them

under a ban, as the Angami Nagas were not many years ago, forbidding them

to trade or hold any humanizing intercourse with the plains.

If, instead of seeking refuge in the forests, these unhappy people submitted

to the other alternative, and became serfs of the Aryan invaders on the land once

their own, they nevertheless do not altogether lose their instinct of dominimn in

the soil. Their Hindu superior may load them with burdens, but under a native

government he never ousts them from their hereditary' fields. The only way he

can get rid of them is by heaping demands and oppressions on them, till they fly

to the mountains or forests ; and as native government keeps population so low

as to render cultivators things to be sought after rather than to be driven away
the hardships of their position are theoretical rather than real, and one generation
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after another contentedly repeats the rhythmical proverb, ' Bhagra dhani Raj ho,

Bhumra dhani maj ho ;' ' The Rajah or Hindu landholder is the owner of his

share, but I am the owner of the soil.' The prosperity of British rule has trans-

posed the relation of labour to land. Instead of there being more land than can

be cultivated, there are more cultivators than can obtain land. Farms, therefore,

have become a subject of keen competition; and, practically, rents can be raised till

the poor hereditary tenant, with his rude notions of tillage, is forced off the soil.

The theoretical position of the semi-aboriginal or low-caste substratum of the

people threatened to become their actual one ; and it was not till agrarian agitation

had shaken the whole rural economy of Bengal, that a remedy was found in the

Land Law of 1859. The historian who calmly reviews that crisis, will acknowledge

that the opponents of the measure, with the English Press as their mouthpiece, had

the better of the argument, but that the measure itself was both salutary and just.

The truth is, that its necessity was visible to every administrator in rural Bengal

;

but our ignorance of the aboriginal substratum of the population rendered it

impossible to get at the fundamental causes. The aboriginal Celts of Western

Scotland afford an analogy to the indigenous element in the Indian population,

scarcely less striking in their territorial notions than in their military position ; and

I believe that the difficulty will only be solved by a compromise, not dissimilar

in spirit to that which, under William and Mary, clan usages and the undefined

patriarchal instinct, wrung from the iron feudalities of the Edinburgh College

of Justice.

It may seem that, in speaking so openly, of a defect in the British admini-

stration, I have forgotten that this book will travel out of England. But the

English in India can well afford to have the whole truth told. Their difficulties

are the difficulties incident to progress and good government, and could never

have arisen under the domination of any other conquering race. I do not cite

the French in Algiers, or the Russians in Western Asia; for the exigencies of

military nations in such positions are necessarily more cruel than those of a

people to whom God has given the English instinct for colonial rule. Nor is

more than a passing allusion required ,to the Dutch in Java, who have lately

so far mistaken their interest and their honour, as to suppress a book by one of

their own servants, setting forth specific defects in their Eastern policy. But let

England's dealings with the Indian races be compared with the same country's

conduct towards the aborigines of the New World. I have beside me the whole

series of charters granted to the American colonists. I find there the well-set

phrases of habendum, tenendum, et reddendum, elaborate mention of mines, forests,

fisheries, law martial, oaths, wills and domicile, ample securities for the liberties of

the settlers, and exhaustive saving-clauses of the claims of the English Crown

;

but I look in vain for any efficient provision for the rights of the people of the
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land. Our children in America have inherited our policy; and the two systems

have borne their fruits, in that sympathy with native feelings and sensitiveness m

the discharge of self-imposed duties, which form at once the difificulty and the

glory of the British administration of India, and in that tale of oppression and

blood recently told by the United States Mixed Commission, whose official

language no white man can read without a flush of personal remorse and shame.

The aboriginal peoples of India have only to be realized by the British

Government, to obtain justice at its hands. In a former work I endeavoured

strongly to individualize a single one of their tribes, and to place in bold relief its

ethnical peculiarities, its social necessities, and political capabilities for evil or for

good. In this book I have hastily and imperfectly brought together materials out

of which a comprehensive view of the whole may be constructed. Abler hands

than mine will build the edifice; for to the Indian official, scholarship and literary

graces are as nothing, excepting in so far as they enable him to understand and

to interpret the people. In the Grammar now in progress, I hope to supply a

more accurate basis upon which European philology may work ; but these vocabu-

laries, notwithstanding their defects, will henceforth enable every frontier administrator

to hold direct communication with the races committed to his charge.

If any such Englishman has lost heart amid the daily vexations of dealing

with a lapsed people, and takes the Sanskrit view of the incapability of the so-

called Serpent Races for better things, let him ponder for a moment on the destiny

that awaited the naked, tattooed savages whom Roman mariners found bur-

rowing in the earth, and offering human sacrifices to unknown demons, in Cornwall,

—a part of whose island, as Procopius had heard, was peopled with snakes, and

sent up poisoned vapours which no man could breathe and live. Or, resting his

eye upon a more historic time, let him remember how, not two hundred years

ago, Lauzun officially described Ireland to the French Court as a chaos such as

he had read of in the book of Genesis ; and the keen eyes of Desgrigny could

detect in the progenitors of the brilliant Irish nation, only a people hopelessly

stupid and brutal,—a race of a noble physical type indeed, but insensible alike to

praise or blame, and devoid of the common characteristics of human beings. ' Si

bestes qu'ils n'ont presque point d'humanit6. Rien ne les emeut. Les menaces

ne les estonnent point. L'interest meme ne les pent engager au travail.'

II.—LINGUISTIC.

But while the original purpose of these researches was a purely practical and

administrative one, I am not without a hope that they may yield some philolop-ical

fruit. I am aware that, for scientific purposes, the roots of speech afford a less ^
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trustworthy basis than its structure ; and I am but too painfully conscious of the

defects in the materials which I now submit. Some of these defects were inevitable :

for in any attempt to set forth the multitudinous and widely separated tongues of

India and High Asia, the labour must be done by many hands, and with many

different shades of competency ; nor can the editor at the centre hope, except in

a few languages, to have the means of checking the work. But many of the

blemishes of this book cannot plead this excuse, and are due to my own want of

time and limited knowledge. A few months ago, I had no present expectation of

putting forth these vocabularies ; but on the eve of departing for the East, several

scholars urged the inexpediency of again subjecting my collection to the chances

of Indian service ; and the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland was

pleased to solicit Government to retain me in this country, to bring out the work.

Special leave of four months was allowed for moulding the materials into their

final shape, passing the book through the press, and returning to India. Had the

work been done more slowly, it would have been done better ; but the nature of

the materials forbade hopes of a high degree of perfection ; and, on the whole, it

seemed better to do it as best I could, than to risk the chance of never having

an opportunity of doing it all.

No available means have been left untried, however, to secure the maximum

of accuracy that my opportunities permitted ; and the zealous co-operation of the

scholars whose kindness I shall afterwards acknowledge in detail, has resulted in a

degree of completeness far beyond what I had dared to hope for. In the case of

a few of the languages, dictionaries have already been published in an independent

form, and I have not always been able to test my lists by comparison with them.

But in many instances several lists of the same language were in my possession,

and the vocabulary as now printed has been arrived at after careful examination of

them all. Some of the vocabularies, indeed, represent several dialects of the same

tongue : thus the Gondi is pieced together from three separate lists ; the Sgau-

karen, as given by the Secretary to the Mission to Ava, includes the results arrived

at by four different collectors ; and although in the Tibetan I have not been able

to copy direct from the original source, the list as now given has been educed

from five of Mr. Hodgson's vocabularies, based, I believe, either wholly or chiefly

on the researches of De Koros. In two instances, on the other hand, separate lists

represent either the same language, or varieties so close as to seem scarcely

deserving of separate places. The first is the 'Toduva and Todu ; the second,

the Malabar. But after weighing Mr. Caldwell's statements in his Dravidian

Grammar, and the considerations which Dr. Rost kindly urged in correspondence, I

thought it better to give Malabar a distinct place, as the vocabulary which passes

under that name was collected at a period sufficiently remote to allow of dialectic

changes between it and the language as now spoken. In this view, it is proper
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to add, Professor Max MuUer coincided. The process of construction has often

been very intricate. The Mantshu and Mongolian lists, for example, were begun

by myself, and carried half-way by Mr. Halkett of the Advocates' Library in Edin-

burgh, working on the materials afforded by Remusat,
J. Schmidt, Klaproth,

Gabelentz, translations of the New Testament, and of the Ts'ing Wan K'e Mung

(Shanghai, 1855). A small part was added by a reader in the British Museum

employed for that purpose, and the whole was completed by the Rev. Charles

Malan of Broad Windsor. For the Japanese, again, I had to begin with only a

meagre vocabulary printed in Yokohama, and kindly forwarded to me by the Right

Hon. E. Hammond, of the Foreign Office. To this. Dr. Rost, the learned Secre-

tary to the Royal Asiatic Society, added a partial list, compiled, I believe, from

Mr. Medhurst's work (Batavia, 1853) ; and a complete vocabulary was ultimately

drawn up by Mr, Von Siebold, of Her Majesty's Embassy in Japan. These are

fair examples of how many of the lists were done ; and so complex a process of

construction no doubt opens a door for inconsistencies and errors which might have

been avoided had it been possible for me to do them all from my own knowledge.

It may well be conceived, moreover, that, in a dictionary which is the work

of so many hands, it was impossible to secure absolute uniformity in transliteration.

This difficulty had partly been got over, however, by Mr. Hodgson, from whose

lists my book is principally compiled ; and with scarcely an important exception, the

vowel sounds are regularly represented by the letters set forth in a subsequent

page. Short accents and accents over diphthongs are seldom used, saving in the

Chinese dialects, in which I had to yield to the necessities of the case, and in

the Finnic. To some it may seem that the Russian should have been also exempted

from the rule ; but to do this, the accents would have required a different meaning

in that language from what they have in all the rest, and no system could have

perfectly rendered Slavonic words in the English alphabet. It seemed best, there-

fore, to follow the analogy of transliterations from the Greek, and print the Russian

in plain capitals. This plan will be sufficiently clear to those who know the

language, and it was scarcely possible to render the Slavonic sounds intelligible to

those who do not.

The attempt to represent tones was, after mature consideration, given up.

Of the consonants little need be said, except that I have not ventured to improve

the apparent accuracy of the book by a manufactured uniformity. The temptation

to do so has presented itself on every page. The letters d, d, r, for example, and

particularly d and r, are very often used indiscriminately, some of the compilers

of the lists writing d generally as r, others putting d instead of d. The truth is,

that a European ear can only after careful training catch these Indian niceties of

sound. If, indeed, d be not in reality the proper r sound of the non-Aryan

races of India, and adopted into the Sanskrit alphabet from their speech, at any
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rate I thought it better, even when it might be clear which was the correct form,

to print the words as they stood in my MS. Hsts, than, for the sake of appearances,

to venture on corrections from analogy. The same thing might be remarked

regarding the length of vowels. It seems unlikely enough that 'eye' should be

td in Siamese and td in the three cognate languages, Ahom, Khamti, and Laos
;

or that 'father' should be dppu in Ho (Kol), dpung in Kol (Singhbhum), dbd in

Rajmahali, and abbd in Khond. It would have been easy enough to accent these

words in the same way, but it would also have been dangerous to do so. Thus,

seeing that the middle syllable in upunia (four) is s-hort in Bhiimij and Kol

(Singhbhum), it might seem safe to infer that upHnia in Ho (Kol) is an inaccuracy

of the transliterator. But in this, as in many other words, a more extended view

discloses traces of a real lengthening and shortening of vowels in cognate dialects.

Thus we have upnia, shortest of all, in Mundala ; upunia, one stage longer, in Kol

and Bhumij ; upilnia, a second stage, in Ho ; and ponea, the last and longest vowel

form which u can assume, in Santali. An honest acknowledgment of uncertainty

seemed preferable to a fictitious uniformity ; and the only instances in which I

ventured upon corrections in languages of which I was ignorant, were such substi-

tutions as i for ee and u for 00, where I had ascertained that these were their

real sounds. Even the Annamitic ay (= e) has been left as I received it. Mani-

fest misprints or errors of the transcriber, however, have been set right or marked

with a point of interrogation. Thus, Mr. Hodgson's Garo list gives for 'fifty'

rung-ning, which really means two-scores. I have changed it to the right word

rung-ning-chi, two-score-ten, like rung-sha-chi, thirty, i.e. one-score-ten. The reader

should remark that d, d, and r ; t and t;n and n; I, /, and zh, are frequently

confounded.

This confusion I chiefly regret, because it has rendered it unsafe to complete

what I had hoped would form the most important feature of the book, to wit, a Table

of Non-Aryan Phonetic Changes. I expect, however, to be enabled to present

this in a trustworthy form in my Comparative Grammar, and to exhibit a series of

consonant changes of a novel character, and at the same time not less instructive

and reliable than those of Indo-Germanic speech. A very curious illustration is

to be found in the substitution of / for the sibilant and aspirate. The languages

of Southern India delight in a sound most correctly expressed by zh, but under-

stood to be / by the untutored ear, and represented in works of scholarship by /.

Thus Tamil is properly Tamizh ; Tuluva, Tuzhuva, etc. Now it appears that in

non-Aryan speech /sometimes takes the place of zh, sy, s, j, or other sibilant.

Thus, to go no further than the numeral four, si, Siamese, etc., becomes li in the

Karens ; zhi, Bhutani, becomes li in the Lepcha pha-li, pha being a mere prefix,

as pha-li, {ont-^ha-gnon, five ; zhyi, Serpa, becomes le in Sxinwdr ; and in the

Kirdnti group the / completely supersedes the s. Many instances might be cited,
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as loddi, Chentsu, for ' water,' for jhodi in Gayeti, or jodi in Khond ; or Idng-bo

in Serpa, etc., ' elephant' for siang, Chinese, probably through the Tibetan glang-chen

or lam-boche. No instance of this occurs in Indo-Germanic languages, but r some-

times represents s, and / and r are semi-vowels produced by the same physiological

process of articulation, and the one sometimes stands for the other in Aryan speech.

Thus the typical Indo-Germanic / becomes r in Zend. Until a Table of Phonetic

Changes is constructed, and its laws ascertained, researches into non-Aryan speech

will remain destitute of the exactitude of Indo-Germanic philology; and the present

discourse, avoiding anything like generalization, merely endeavours to throw out a

few hints which may assist the student of the Lexicon.

For I am much mistaken if the scholar's eye will not decipher upon many

of these pages a history far more ancient and not less legible than anything that

can be educed from the legends of Greece or Rome, or the rock -inscriptions of

India. Chinese has hitherto been looked upon as a language standing by itself,

devoid of ethnical kindred or linguistic alliances. But in spite of its inexactitudes,

this book proves that China has given its speech not merely to the great islands

of the Southern Ocean, but to the whole Eastern Peninsula, to Siam, Tenasserim,

Burmah, in a less degree to Central Asia, to many of the Himalayan tribes, and

to some of the pre-Aryan peoples of the interior of India. Take in the first case

the two numerals in which accidental resemblances are least likely to occur. ' Three'

in Chinese is san (Nankin) or sdm (Canton) : a constantly changes into u in

non-Aryan speech, in the same way as u sometimes takes the place of the Indo-

Germanic a in Gothic, Old High German, Slavonic, and Lithuanian, and of d in

Italian, while its lengthened form o appears in place of the typical a ox d va. every

one of the Aryan families excepting Sanskrit and Zend. Bearing this in mind, let

the reader turn to page 35, and he will find that the Chinese san or sdm has

furnished the third numeral not only to Japan, Siam, Tenasserim, Burmah, Eastern

and Northern Bengal, Nepal, the Himalayan tribes, and Tibet, but that it also

seems to appear in the Mantshu sfanga (respecting which I am doubtful whether

it should not be ssanga) and ilan (/ replacing s in the latter word), in the thunga

of the tribes of the Yenisei (c£ Burman, thong), the ssuum of the Dalai-Lama

Kalmuks, and even in the sam-i of the Georgian and the han-ku {k-=^s) of the

mountaineers of the Caucasus. Let him then pass to p. 41, and remembering that

g constantly represents k, and in its turn is softened to / and y, he will discover

the Chinese kiu, chiu, or kau running through the whole of the non-Aryan

languages of Japan, the Eastern Peninsula, Tibet, the Himalayas, and Northern

and Eastern Bengal. The same thing may be said of 'I,' p. 48, from which it

would seem that the Javanese also, and indeed the whole Malay race, obtained

their first pronoun from the Chinese. {Wo=ngo ; ngo=go ; go=ku, leaning on d.)

A very few examples from the nouns will suffice. Ming, the Chinese for ' name,'
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p. 146, appears to have furnished the first step in social poHty, to wit, the act of

distinguishing individuals and objects by distinctive designations, to the Tibetan and

Himalayan groups, to the Siamese, the Burmese, the Nepalese, the Bhutanese, the

Nagas of Eastern Bengal, the Dhlmals, Bodos, and Garo hill-men, who have clung

to their original word thousands of years after being surrounded by Aryan synonyms.

The same may be said of the term for that much higher stage of civil organiza-

tion represented by the village—the highest, indeed, which the non-Aryans in India

seem ever to have attained. Thus, p. 163, Chinese, hsiang, hiang, hiun-sid, heong

;

Tibetan, thong; Nepal, Kiranti, teng ; Tablung and Mithan Ndgd, tying and ting

;

Pwo-karen, twan ; Bhutani and Lepcha, kyong ; Tahri, gon ; K.ViSViz.r, gdon ; Garo, song;

Miri, long or lung in du-long and du-lung ; Vayu, lung in mu-lung. Amid many

variations, the original word every now and again comes in divested of phonetic change.

Thus, Nankin, hiang ; Bhramu, hdng in hang-dung ; and with the slight and common

change of g for h, the same word supplies the universal term by which the

low-caste semi-aboriginal population of Southern Bengal speak of their homesteads,

to wit, gdng or gdong. If these two words existed by themselves, they might be

hypothetically derived from the Sanskrit grdma ; but when viewed as natural links

in a long chain, their origin ceases to be a matter of doubt, and points unmistake-

ably to a land far to the north-east of the Himalayas. To take two names for

the commonest of natural objects. 'Water' in Chinese, p. 164, is shui ; in Tibetan,

chha ; in the Nepalese dialects, chhH, ky^, M, chUwd, chdwd, dwd, wd ; in Bhutani,

chh-^; in Dhimal, chi ; in Garo, chdka ; in Deoria Chutia, /?; in the Nagas, zu, tsii,

tU; in Shou, Kdmi, etc., t^Hi ; in Bodo and Kachdri, dot; in the Karens and

Toung-thu, hti, thi, or ti. H is frequently represented by m: as, for example,

p. 169, 'black'—Chinese, hak ; Newir, haku ; Diimi, mak-chupu ; Bdldli, mak-thropa,

etc. Bearing this in mind, and turning to p. 123, the word for 'fire' will be found

running through the whole of the languages of High Asia, Northern Bengal, and the

Eastern Peninsula, down to the Archipelago, bare of accidental wrappings, and

with a distinctness not to be hoped for in Aryan speech. Thus : Chinese, Amoy,

he; Japanese, hi; then passing through several aspirated stages—such as Thdksya,

hme; Magar, j^^^—into me or mi, it appears without further change in every group.

The proofs, indeed, are wonderfully complete. Thus, as the he of the Amoy

dialect becomes me in India, so the Shanghai hu reproduces itself in mu,

Thulungya. Again we find the h of four of the Chinese dialects giving place to

the soft labial / in the fifth—Canton, >—which in its turn reproduces itself in the

Siamese, Ahom, Khdmti, and Laos. There are also indications of this soft labial

hardening into a mediate one, hp : thus, Siamese, etc., fai; Shdn, hpihn ; and

ultimately, as it would appear, standing out the sharp, clear labial p, leaning on the

customary vowel prefix, in the Malay api.

Passing to the domestic animals, it would almost seem as if roots could be
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detected which are common to both the Aryan and non-Aryan languages of mankind.

Thus, p. 113, the strong Aryan root for 'cow' is go, which appears not less strongly

in the Indian than in the Germanic branches of Aryan speech. The strong non-

Aryan root appears in the Canton ngau, which becomes g4 in the Amoy
;
gno

in Bhutani, Khdmti, Laos, etc.
;
gnd in the Manyak gnd-zi ; gau in the Karen

gau-pemo, etc.
;
gou in the Kol family; gwah in Thochu

;
ga in the Thdru g&-ye

;

gyai in Diimi
;
gai in the Himalayan dialects, the tongues of Central India, and in

the universal low-caste patois of Bengal. Again, by a common phonetic process,

g softens in h—as gH, Amoy ; hu, Ahom : h in its turn hardens into ph—as phou,

Toungh-thu
; phd, Tibetan, in the spoken dialect phd-chuk. Ph becomes b, as in

written Tibetan, bd ; Takpa, bah; Chourdsya, bia; Siinwar, Diimi, etc., bi. B by

a regular rule becomes p, as in Rodong, //, piu, pa ; Dhimal, pia ; and this form

appears through all the sub-Himalayan dialects. It may be an accident that the

semi-aboriginal husbandmen of Beerbhoom call their oxen beil, and that the

Bask mountaineers of the Pyrjimees—who frequently drop the letter /, as in belarri

or bearri, ear—designate a cow, bei ; but there can be no accident in the circum-

stance that the Aryan and the non-Aryan root for 'cow' is so similar, that it

requires the utmost care in pronouncing whether the primitive races of India

obtained their word gai from a Sanskrit or a Chinese source. A similar difficulty

exists in deciding whether these peoples have taken their term for 'dog,' p. 116,

from the Chinese kau (Shanghai, keu ; Sdk, kii) or from the Sanskrit kukkura

;

and without laying any stress on the similarity of the Arabic kelb with the sub-

Himalayan khleb, kheb, etc., which like our own whelp may be accidental, I can

safely affirm that the pages of this book point to primeval roots common to both

Aryan and non-Aryan speech, in a far more definite manner than the similar indica-

tions by which scholars have sought to reduce the Semitic and Indo-Germanic

families to a cognate source. It is right to add—and the phenomenon may pass

for what it is worth—that not only the common substitutions, but the most curious

and least accurately ascertained of the Aryan phonetic changes, are reproduced in

the speech of the Himalayan and Indian aborigines ; and one of the most impor-

tant features of my Table of Non-Aryan Consonant Displacements will be an

examination of the interchanges of g, h, ph, f, strangely analogous to the Digamma

discussions which have gathered round the glosses of Hesychius.

It is unnecessary to multiply analogies which this book enables every student

to find out for himself The Indian aborigines and the Chinese obtained from a

common source not only their terms for common natural objects, and for the civil

institutions of a primitive race, but also a part of the nomenclature of tillage, and

even such terms of civilisation as 'road.' Thus, p. 166, the Chinese for 'yam' is

ta-shii, literally ta, great, and sM, tuber. Shii- becomes cM in the Shanghai dialect,

and appears as tsu in Japanese; chu in Tengsa Ndga; cho in Denwar; so in Horpa;
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so, sil, or sa throughout the whole Nepal ; ko, ha, khli, khd, in North-Eastern Bengal,

and down the frontier through all Burmah and Siam to the extremity of the

Peninsula. Again, the Horpa zo is directly represented by do and iho of the

cognate Tibetan, as sd and hd of the dialects on the south of the Himalayas are

by the Bodo thd, and it seems questionable whether the non-Aryan replacement of

the sibilant by / does not give us the word used in modern Sanskrit

—

dlu. Thus

compare the Tengsa Nagi cku, Nowgong Naga ski, with the Sibsagar Miri d-lie,

the Kocch, etc. d-lu (the /, appearing bare of its prefix in the Dhimdl ling, as alu,

Kdmi and Kiimi, for ' head,' appears in Khyeng and Mru in its plain form lu).

A similar connection, allowing for ascertained phonetic changes, between the Chinese

and the non-Aryan languages of India can be established in the single tree given

in my lists, to wit the plantain, p. 149; and the typical non-Aryan root for 'road'

has withstood, during thousands of years, a vast phalanx of Sanskrit synonyms

among the whole aboriginal races of High Asia, Bengal, and the Eastern Peninsula.

This is not the place to investigate the relations of individual groups and

dialects, but I cannot pass from the subject without referring to the materials which

exist for comparing Mongolian and Mantshu with the Chinese and the Indian

dialects. I do not refer to isolated phenomena, like the Sokpa colony of pure

Mongols, but to distinct series of analogies, such as—Mongolian, ^^.^r, hand, p. 129;

Sokpa, kar; Diimi, kkar or kkur ; Dhimal, kkur ; or Mongolian, gkal, fire, p. 123;

Sokpa, kwal; Garo, wal. In words like 'father' the one root is probably common

to all mankind, but the analogy in the case of the Mongolian and Indian dialects

is peculiarly close. Thus, Mongolian, abu ; Newar, abii ; Thdksya, Giirung,

Lepcha, abo ; Chourdsya, Bdhingya, Angdmi Ndga, Kol, etc., apo or apa ; and

aba or apa in as many others. Such instances as ¥mmc, puu, 'tree,' p. 162, Magyar

^a, Mongolian (Ostcack) pu, Deoria Chutia popon (a reduplicative), Singpho pkun,

Mfthin Ndgd and Garo pan, Sdk pUng-pang (a reduplicative), Bodo phdng etc., serve

to point out a path to generalizations which, in the absence of a comparative

grammar, it would be unsafe to enter upon. But indications of analogy in structure

are not wanting, even in the most distant branches of non-Aryan speech. Thus

the Finnic particle of negation is E-, the inseparable prefix which appears in en, ei,

e-pa, etc., and which probably furnishes the basis of the Bask ez. It would

scarcely 'deserve notice that some of the non-Aryan races in India employ a

similar particle— ^. «'• Lohorong, /; Santali, ^-/^—were it not for a resemblance

between the inflections of the negative verb in the first and third persons. Thus,

Finnic, ist person, e-n ; 2d, e-t ; 3d, e-i : Santali, e-to-in, or e-to-ing ;
2d, e-lo-m

;

3d, e-to-l It is beyond the scope of the present work to examine whether this

resemblance be apparent or real.

Passing from the exterior relationships of the non-Aryan peoples of India

to their internal polity, I propose to confine my attention to a single group
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of the non-Aryan tribes,—the group, that is, of which I can speak from intimate

personal knowledge. It has been customary to represent researches into the

non-Aryan peoples as necessarily devoid of comprehensive political results, from

the isolation in which each race dwells, and its incapability of organization for

imperial purposes. But unless I have greatly deceived myself, proofs can be

brought forward to show that these now scattered and disjected fragments once

formed a great ethnical entity, such as might have produced in prehistoric times a

civilisation, a history, and a faith of its own.

Many of the non-Aryan peoples of India take their tribal designations from

the word for ' man' in their respective dialects. Thus the Rajmahalis call themselves

the Malis, and the very general term mi (man) supplies the basis of the race-name

to not less than forty ascertained tribes. It generally appears a compound; mi fur-

nishing the generic idea of homo, and a differentia being obtained from some

prefixed and suffixed syllable. Thus, to quote only races whose vocabularies will

be found in the Lexicon, the Dii-mi, Ki-mi, Kii-mi, Anga-mi N4g4, Mi-thin Nigd,

and if we recognise the non-Aryan phonetic displacements of m, and / and / and r,

the list could be indefinitely increased. Indications of such displacements appear

even from the single word under examination—thus, p. 139, Sak lu, Toung mrii,

Miirmi m{, Thiksya mli; and the root li affords the generic term homo to a whole

series of tribal names. Thus, Bili-li, Ma-li, Dhimi-li, Santa-H, Banga-li, etc.,

meaning the B4la people, the Dhimi people, the Bangi people, and so forth.

The specific term for ' man' among the section of the aborigines to which I propose

to confine my attention is ha or ho, lengthening through the Visaraga into hah,

has, had (har), hod (hor). In Santali I have given all the forms as they co-

exist at the present day. This word ho seems, like other roots in the languages

of Central India, to have come from a common origin from the khon, khun, kun,

of Siam, and the ku of Arrakan. Certain it is that kh and k constantly stand in

these languages for h; and indeed the process is visible in a single language, and

in the very word under discussion. Thus, the same root furnishes to Santali had

or hod, man, and koda, a young man; as in Chinese, 'weariness' in Nankin is

kau-koh; in Pekin, k'au-ho, etc. We have therefore a root represented by ho

and ko ; the ho series shortening into hu or ha, and the &o series into ^u or /§«.

This root furnishes the specific word for 'man' to the Kol tribes of Central India.

We have also a generic root /i, homo, which, as we have seen, is often added to

specific terms for man, to fofm names of aboriginal races.

Ho, indeed, forms one of the oldest and most widely spread roots for man.

Mrichhakati gives a reduplicative form of it

—

go-ho—among the words borrowed by

the Apabhransa, or vernacular Sanskrit, from the aboriginal races ; a form, by the

way, curiously analogous to that still in use among the Kiirs near Ellichpore, to

wit, ho-ko. I have mentioned that, like other words in the languages of Central
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India, it seems to have come originally from the other side of the Bay of

Bengal, where it appears in the Siamese, Laos, etc., as khon or kun, the same

form that it takes in such tribal names as Khond, etc., in India. The Siamese

khon, in its turn, appears to be the Chinese jan or yan, probably through an inter-

mediate form in which the / sunk into an h. The root li is equally widely

diffused, and appears in most of the aboriginal languages which I have examined.

For example, in Santali, it furnishes the nomenclature connected with the propaga-

tion of our species, such as lai, Idih, etc., and appears in li-dih, a child ; le-daka or

ladko, children; khi-li {=iko-li), a generation of men; and the hitherto unexplained

terms, cke-la, che-li {^=kki-li,:^ko-li), for son and daughter, universal among the

semi-aboriginal castes of Lower Bengal.

I propose very briefly to inquire what evidence can be found in different parts

of India of a primitive race which formed its tribal name from the specific root ho,

with or without the generic affix li. The Ho tribe is now a comparatively small

one, on the west of Lower Bengal ; but one of the commonest non-Aryan changes

of h is into g, k, or kh, as I have already shown, and as is visible in the redupli-

cative form of ho already cited, to wit, the Apabhransa go-ho, and the ho-ko of the

tribes near EUichpore. It must be remembered, too, that the vowel regularly

represents u or a: thus, Santali, had, man. Ho, hoda, or horo ; Santali, dam, Bengali,

dom, a corpse-bearer ; Santali, paid, the stomach
;
poted, a ' fat-belly.' Again, Kami

and Kumi, adjacent tribes in the Eastern Peninsula, dhdgi or bhugi, Santali for

'good;' Uriya, Orissa; Santal, Sonthal, etc. Confining our attention to the ko form,

we find tribal names based upon this root with the generic affix li, not only in

every part of India, but at all periods of Indian history. Both the Mahabharata

and the Vishnu Purana speak of Ko-li tribes in connection with Mi-kalas (cf the

aboriginal root mi, man), Dravidas (cf the Dravidian aborigines of Southern India

at the present day), Kirdtas (aboriginal tribes still in Nepal), and other of the

non-Aryan races existing in modern India. The Sanskrit writers account for them

as outcasts of the military clan, the Kshattriyas ; but in the same breath the

Aitareya Brahmana speaks of them as Dasyus, or aborigines ; and the scientific

value of their ethnical derivations may be gauged from such sentences as the

following, copied from the same source : 'Most of the Dasyus are sprung from

Visvamitra.' The Ko-lis generally appear in ancient literature with that epithet

attached- to them which the Sanskrit race delighted to apply to the aborigines,

from the Nagas of North-Eastern Bengal through all India to the indigenous

castes of Ceylon, to wit, the Koli-sarpas, Serpent-kols, or Snake-races.

Sanskrit literature refers to other sections of the Kol race under such names

as Chol-as, Kul-indas, etc. ; and passing to mediaeval times, we find in the Arabic

geographers and historians evidence that the Kols were co-extensive with the whole

explored portion of India. Kulam, 'a large city of India,' stands first in the list

D
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of towns described in the extracts from Al Kazwini. The inhabitants, we are told,

ate carrion, as the aborigines did in Sanskrit times and do in our own
;
they were as

destitute of temples or visible idols as the Veda itself describes them ;
their land

was rich in teak ; their only articles of commerce were the spontaneous produce

of the forest, with the characteristic black pottery which still forms their sole

manufacture; and, most curious of all, they chose their king, according to the

confused Arabian geography, from China, which no doubt means from among the

pure aboriginal tribes on the Indo-Chinese frontier. But I must refrain from,

amplifications of this sort, and confine myself to a mere list of names taken at

random from the Arabian geographers of the tenth to the twelfth centuries. We

have in or near Sind, according to Ibn Khurdabda, the province of Kuli, the

district and town of Kol, and (r= /) Kura at the mouth of the Kolaroon

(Coleroon), in Southern India. Al Istakhri speaks of Kalwi or Kallari ; Al Idrisi

of Kulam-mali, an island near Sind, of Kuli on the Shore, of Kalari in the

interior, and then of a district called Kulam, far down on the coast, and north of

Malabar. In the Asiatic Society's Journal the ancient name for India is stated

to have been Kolaria, and turning to the modern map of India, we find indications

of the race in every province from Burmah to Malabar : in the Kols of Central India

;

Kolas of Katwar ; the Kolis, inferior husbandmen and a landless clan of Gujarat ; the

Kolis, obscurely mentioned as helot cultivators on the Simla range ; the Kolitas of

Northern Bengal and Assam ; the Kolami of Central India, classed with the Nai-

kiide, etc., in my vocabularies ; the Kalars, a robber caste in the Tamil country

;

the Kalars of Tinevelly : in the Kolis of Bombay ; in the names of the Kolarun

river in Southern India, of the Koel river, from the Chota Nagpore watershed,

of the Culinga and Koladyn rivers, and of many other streams ; in Kulna, a

district in Bengal ; Kulpac, in the Nizam's dominions ; Kulalpur, in the Panjab
;

Kulan and Kola Fort, in the distant north-west; in Kulbunga, town and. district,

near the Bombay Presidency, within, I believe, the territory of the Nizam ; and, to

be brief, in such names as the following, scattered over the whole length and

breadth of India,—names which the reader may identify in a moment by referring to

Dr. Keith Johnston's index to his Map from the Royal Atlas. Kuldah, Kulkeri,

Kulianpur in three, separate districts, Kullavakurti, Kullean, Kuller-kaher, Kulu

district, Kullum, Kullung River, Kullunji, several Kullurs, Kulpani, Kulpi, Kulra,

Kulsi, Kolachi, Kolapur town and state, the three Kolars, Kolaspur, Kolbarea,

Koli, Kolikod (Calicut), Cola-Bira, Colair, Colgong, Collum (Kayan-kulam), Colur,

and Colombo in Ceylon. I would go further, and, if time permitted, could philo-

logically prove the connection of the above with hundreds of other names and

places in regular series. For example, writing d and r indifferently as r, and

ringing the changes upon the vowels a, u, and o, the first series would present the

h unchanged, as in Santali, Har, man : The Haris; semi-aboriginal tribes of Bengal;
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Halgas, semi-aboriginal soldiers in the" Maratta armies ; the Hunas of the Vishnu
Purana

;
the Hos of Western Bengal and Ho-lar-kas, by which term the Santals

call the Kols. In the second series h becomes k or kh. The Khar-wars of the

hill-country of Mirzapore
; the island of Khar-ak, according to Ibn Khurdabda, near

Sindh, and many similar names of places ; the Khas, the dominant race in Nepal,

outcast military tribes, according to Manu ; the Karans, a race of Eastern India,

described by Rashidu-d Din as 'barbarians, i.e. people whose ears hang down to

their shoulders,' and the Karens of Siam at the present day, two of whose dialects

I give; the Kurmis, semi-aboriginal cultivators to the south of the Rajputs and

Jats
;
the Kurmis of Manbhum ; the Kurumbas, or aboriginal husbandmen of S.

Kanara; the Kukis of South-Eastern Bengal, and the Kumis of the Burman

frontier; the Kurgs of the south-west coast of India; Korea in Chota-Nagpore

;

the Koralis, Koras, Khonds, etc. In the third series h becomes gh or g, as Garrow,

Gurka, Gour, the aboriginal capital of Bengal ; Gwari, the capital of Nuddea; Gouri,

wife of the aboriginal god Siva (cf Kali) ; Goa, in Southern India ; Gondwana, in

Central India; Gol-parah (literally Kol-hamlet), on the west of Bengal, etc. In the

fourth series h becomes s, as in Santal, Savara Saka, also one of the outcast military

tribes, according to Manu ; Sandalia, the semi-aboriginal low-castes, as written by Ibn

Khurdabda, or Sandaliya, as Al Idrisi spells it; the Sudras of Brahminical literature;

the Sauras, now living with the Oraons ; the Sontals, as the word Santal is in some

places pronounced ; the Saundikas, whom the Mahabharata classes with Koli-sarpas

and Dravidas. In a fifth series the h is dropped, as in Uriya, or Uria, and the

district Uri-har, according to Rashidu-d Din ; the Uras-ir of Ibn Khurdabda, a

forest territory abounding in elephants and buffaloes ; Orissa ; the Odras, an outcast

military tribe mentioned in Manu ; and the Oraons or Odaons of the Bengal frontier,

whose vocabulary I give.

The pressing necessities of time and space compel me to draw this Disserta-

tion to a close, and forbid me to bring forward my proofs of the above series.

But I cannot refrain from selecting the one which will probably be most questioned,

and following it out step by step. Many will doubt whether there can be more

than a fanciful connection between Ho and Kir-anti, and the proofs to be submitted

in this instance form a fair specimen of the general evidence. I write d and r

indifferently as r, the distinction seldom being uniformly observed by English

collectors of aboriginal words, on whose labours my work is based. The root

har, man, occurs in Santali as an affix to the names of the seven clans: thus,

Nijkasda-har, the Nijkasda clan, etc. ; and often with the h hardened into kh, as

Khar-oar or Kher-oar, the name by which the Santals called themselves in ancient

times. The first form, Khar-oar, is identical with the Khar-wars, a once nume-

rous race of aborigines living in the distant hill-country of Mirzapore and Rewa

to the borders of Benares and Bahar ; with the Kor-wahs, one of the wildest of
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the Kol tribes; and it furnishes more than a hundred names of places or peoples

scattered over India, such as Khar-bu, Khar-dam, the Kar-ens of Burmah, Kar-or

or Khar-ur, Kar-u and Kar-i rivers, Kar-natik, Kari-kal, etc. In the other form,

Kher-oar, the e is represented by the ordinary changes i or ai, and produces a

whole list of its own. Thus the Kher-iahs of Nagpore, who both by their

name and their customs are unmistakeably declared an offshoot of the Santal or

Ho race. One of the few things we know about them is that they worship their

river, the Koel, with rites similar to those with which the Santals adore the

Damudah. The root kher or ker—for English ethnologists transliterate it both

ways—appears also in the following names, which may be at once identified from

Dr. Keith Johnston's Index : Khera, Kherh district, Kherhi, the two Kheris,

Khersiong, Khirki, Kirbassa, Kira, Kiria, Kirinde, Kirpay, Kirtinassa river, the

three Khairs and Kheirs, Kheira-garh, and so forth. It also appears in the name

of the great ethnical group of the sub- Himalaya, the Kir-antis or Kir-atas, a war-

like aboriginal tribe well known to ancient Sanskrit writers ; classed by both Manu

and the Mahabharata as outcast military peoples, along with the Khasas, Chinas,

Dravidas, and other recognised non-Aryan races ; and occupying at this day the

exact position assigned to them by the Vishnu Purana, to wit, 'the eastern border

of Bharatavarsha.' I would go a step further, and prove that the root chi, as in

Chinas, is only another form of khi or ki, probably through k and s, and the sub-

stitution is borne out by a whole list of proper names and of non-Aryan words.

For example, Chinese, Pekin, hsieh, blood, p. io8 ; the whole Kiranti group, hi;

Gyami, sye; Thulungya, si-si (a reduplicative) ; Garo, chi; Bhramu, chi-wi. , Choli

and similar words constantly appear as other forms for Koli ; and indeed the very

name Kir-bassa, as it is pronounced on the west of the Nepal Mala-bhumi at the

foot of the Himalayas, is pronounced and spelt in official documents as Chyebassa

in the west of the other Mala-bhumi (now Bishenpore), on the distant south-western

frontier of Lower Bengal. The Chinas not only tak'e their name from the same

wide-spread root that has furnished race-names to the aboriginal tribes of all India

north of the Vindhya range, but they are expressly classed with still existing

aboriginal tribes in Manu; and their position can be inferred from Sanskrit authors

to be exactly where the Chinese frontier would be at that time, viz. in the extreme

east, but further into India than at present. This ancient connection of the Chinas

with the Indian aboriginal races is borne out by the mediaeval geographer Al
Kazwini, who says that the people of Kulam—^whose name, habits, and surroundings,

as we have seen, mark them unmistakeably as aborigines— ' when their king dies,

choose another from China;' and I have written this book in vain, if it does not

concentrate these scattered indications into positive proof that the aboriginal races

of the Eastern Peninsula, Burmah, and India north of the Vindhya range, derived

their speech from a source common to themselves and the Chinese.
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I turn for a moment from the aboriginal tribes who have maintained their

ethnical identity in the forests and mountains of India, to those who were crushed

before the Aryan advance, and have merged as serfs into the Hindu population.

These unfortunate people appear chiefly under two names in post-Vedic Sanskrit

literature—Sudras and Chandalas. Their personal appearance, habits, and occu-

pations, as detailed in ancient writers, mark them as non-Aryan helots; the

Sanskrit scheme of society, as Roth well observes, was complete without them

;

and while the other three natural Aryan castes clearly derive their names from

Aryan roots, all attempt to establish a Sanskrit origin for the nomenclature of the

fourth or non-Aryan servile caste have failed. Professor Wilson, following the

Puranic etymologist, deduces the word s-Hdra from ^uch, grieve, and dru, run,^—

a

derivation with regard to which Dr. J. Muir writes to me :
' If we are to accept

this, we may accept anything.' The truth is, that both S'lidra and Chanddla are

based upon phonetic modifications of the great aboriginal root had, which appears

in Ho, Kol, Santal, Sontal, etc. Chanddla becomes, in the mediseval geographers,

Sandilia (Ibn Khurdabda), or Sandaliya (Al Idrisi), as the Salsas of Rashidu-d Din

is the Sanskrit Chelas, a town upon the Indus. This word Sandilia is arrived

at by the same process as the race-name Santdli, and consists not merely of

the specific root had (h= s), vir, but also of the generic root, li, homo. The insertion

of a nasal and dental is a very common feature in tribal designations formed from

the root had: thus the Khonds and Gondis of Central India, whose languages I

give ; the Kalindas and Saundikas of the Mahabharata, which appear as outcast

military tribes in lists of aboriginal races, such as the Koli-sarpas, Kiratas, Chinas,

Dravidas ; and in Chandala, Saundika, Khond, Gond, etc., the dotted or aboriginal

d is uniformly used.

The enslaved Chandals, therefore, were of the same stock, and formed their

name from the same universal root, as the aboriginal races of Northern India at

the present day. If time permitted, it would be equally easy to follow the process

by which Sudra—^the Sudaria of the Arabic geographers—and many similar names

in Sanskrit literature are evolved from the same base. The fact is, that the

whole nomenclature of the helot castes among the mixed Hindus, both in ancient

and modern times, is derived from the aborigines. Thus the Ma-lis, gardeners

and landless husbandmen in the Hindu community, take their name from the tribal

term for man, male, p. 139; from which many hill and forest peoples of Northern

and Central India, possibly also the whole Malay race of the Archipelago, are

called, and the Malavas (cf Modern Malwa), in the Vishnu Purana. The Doms,

or corpse-bearers of the Hinduized lowlands, are the Dams pf the Santal hills,

and the Dumis, still a well-defined tribe in sub-Himalayan Nepal. The Kharwar

helots of Gyah, etc., now perfectly Hinduized, had scarce a century ago a separate

language of their own, as the Khar-wars of the Mirzapur highlands, the Kher-
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oars or ancient Santals, and the wild ' mysterious ' Kher-iahs of Central India, still

have. The same may be said of the Chura serfs of the Punjab, the direct

descendants of the Chauras or military outcasts of the Mahabharata ; of the

Coolies (Kulis), hewers of wood and drawers of water through the length and

breadth of India ; and Hindu speech has enriched itself with a whole vocabulary

of abuse from the names of these races. Take, as a single example, the Hadis,

a helot caste spread over all Bengal, and called by the bare aboriginal word

for man, had, and who have supplied such terms as hadd, base, low-born ; kadduk,

a sweeper ; hunda, hog, blockhead, imp ; hudukka, a drunken sot, etc. One word

in this series tells a peculiarly sad tale of its own. Hadi, in low Bengali Hadi-

kath, is the name of a sort of rude fetter or stocks by which the landholder

used to confine his serfs until they agreed to his extortions,— a practice within

the memory of Indian magistrates still living, and means literally ' the helot's-log,'

It was also used for fastening the head of the victim in the bloody oblations

which the Aryan religion adopted from the aboriginal races, especially in the

human sacrifices to Kali, to which the low-castes even now resort in times of

special need. Indeed, so intimately connected is the term with the worship of

this ferocious deity, that in the account of the last human offerings, during the

famine of 1866—an account given by an English journalist who knew nothing of

the aborigines—the word comes to the surface, and we are told that the bleeding

head was found fixed in the ' har-cat,' i.e. helot's-log.

III.—GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

The points which I have endeavoured to establish are

—

ist, That India is partly peopled by races distinct from the Aryan popula-

tion,—races whom we have scarcely studied, and whom we do not understand.

2d, That while some of these races have preserved their ethnical identity in

sequestered wilds, others have merged as helots or low-castes into the lowland Hindus.

id, That our ignorance of the first section brings forth incessant risings and
frontier wars, and that our imperfect acquaintance with the second forms a serious

blot in our internal administration.

\th. That these races are capable of being politically utilized, and by proper

measures may be converted from a source of weakness to a source of strength.

5//^, That they are also capable of being scientifically investigated, and of

furnishing trustworthy materials to European philology.

^tk, That indications are not wanting that these now fragmentary peoples

form the dibris of a widely-spread primitive race; and that from the northern

shores of the Indian Ocean and the Chinese Sea, traces are here exhumed of
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ethnical evolutions and the ebb and flow of human speech, far more ancient, and on

a grander scale, than the prehistoric migrations of the Indo-Germanic stock.
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SPECIMEN OP DICTIONARY.

VACHE—KUH—COW-KOROVA—VACCA (BOS). 113

. Types.
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SPECIMEN OF BIOTIONAKT. '

CHIEN-HUND-DOG-SOBAKA-CANIS. [chap. IV.—NOUNS.

Types.
*

(Sanskrit, .... S'van, bhashaka, kukkura.

(Arabic Kelb.

' Bask, Chakur, zakur, potno, ora.

Finnic, Koira.
Magyar, Kutya.
Turkish, Keupek.

&

s

Circassian, . . .
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SfJslCIMEN OF DICTIONARY.

MERE—MUTTER—MOTHER—MAT—MATER. 143

Types.

| (Sanskrit,

I,
(Arabic,

.

("Bask, . .

Finnic, .

Magyar, .

Turkish, .

Circassian,
Georgian,
Mongolian,
Mantshu,
Javanese, Ngoko,
Javanese, Krama,
Malay, . . .

Chinese, Nankin
Chinese, Pekin,
Chinese, Canton,
Chinese, Shanghai,

Amoy, Colloquial,

Japanese,

Brahui,

Gy^mi,
Gydrung, .

T£kpa,
Minyak, .

Thochii, .

Sokpa,
Horpa,
Tibetan {written),

Tibetan (spoken),

Serpa, . .

Sdnwdr, .

Gilrung, .

Miirmi, .

Magar,
Thdksya, .

Pdkhya, .

New£r,
Limbu,

Kir^nti, .

E-odong, .

Riingchenbung,
Chhingtdngya,
N^chhereng,
W^ing, .

Yikha, .

Chourisya,
Kulungya,
Thulungya,
B^hingya,

Lohorong,
Lambichhong,
B^lili, . .

S^g-pAng,
Diimi, . .

Khiling, .

Dungnaili,

Ddrhi, . .

Denwdr, .

Pahri, . .

Cheping, .

Bhrdmu, .

Viyu, . •

Kuswar, .

Kusunda,

.

Thiru, . .

Lepcha (Sikkim),

Bhdt^ni v. Lhopa,
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SPECIMEN OP DICTIONARY.

PERE-VATER-FATHER-OTETS-PATER. [chap. IV.—NOUNS.

Types.
&
§ (Sanskrit, . .

«^ (Arabic, . . .

Bask, ....
Finnic, . . .

Magyar, . . .

Turkish, . .

Circassian, . .

Georgian, . .

Mongolian,
Mantshu, . .

Javanese, Ngoko,

,

Javanese, Krama,

,

Malay, . . . ,

feo

Pitri.

Ab.

Alia.

Isa.

Atya.

Baba.
Taht, iyat.

Mama.
Etsigha, etsige, abu.

Ama.
Bdpa.
Rdma.
Bdpa.

Fu-tsHn.

Fu-tsHn.

Fu-ts'an.

Yd, dh-tidh.

Pe.

Oya, tchi-tchi.

I

2

.i

Chinese, Nankin, .

Chinese, Pekin, .

Chinese, Canton, .

Chinese, Shanghai,
Amoy, Colloquial, .

Japanese, . . .

Brahui Bdv.

^ [Gyimi, Dhd-dd.
~ Gyirung, Ta-pe.

Tdkpa, Apd.
Minyak, Apd.
Thochii, Ai.
Sokpa, I'chiki.

Horpa, Apd.
Tibetan {written), . . Phd.
Tibetan {spoken), . . . Pdld.

Serpa, A'bd.
Siinwir, Bdve.
Giirung, Abo.
Miirmi, Apd.
Magar, £ai.
Thiksya, A'bo.
P^hya, Babai.
New^r, Aba.
.Limbu, Amba.

Kirdnti, Opa-eupa.
Rodong, U'ni pa.
Riingchenbung, . . . Ett-pa, wa-pa, opa.

Chhingtingya, . . . Vpd.
Ndchhereng, .... U'pa.
Wiling, A'pd,pdpd.
Yikha, rpa.
Chourd.sya, .... Apo.
Kulungya, .... Uni pd.
Thulungya, .... Pdp, 'dpdp.

Bihingya, .... A'-po.

Lohorong, .... Um-pa.
Lambichhong, . . . Impd.
BdMIi, Opa.
Sing-ping, .... Uni pa.
Diimi, Upyap, ip

Khiling, Updp.
Dungmili, .... Umpa.

Dirhi, BMo.
Denwir, Bdbd.
Pahri, Bd.
Cheping, BaM.
Bhrimu, Ba-bdi.
Viyu, U'-pd, Apu.
Kuswar, Bdbdik.
Kusundaj. Pd'i.

Thiru, £dbd.

Lepcha (Sikkim), . . Abo.
Bhiitini v. Lhopa, . . Appd.

t

upu

%

^^

I

(*)

I

Bodo, Bipha.
Dhimil, Abd.
Kocch, Bap.
Garo, ^Abd.
Kichiri, Apa.

Munipuri, .... Ipd.
Mi'thin Nigd, . . . Apd.
Tablung Nigd, . . . Opdh.
Khiri Nigi, .... Tabd.
Angimi Ndgi, . . . Apo.
Nimsing Nigi, . . . Vd.

Nowgong Nigi, . . Upd.
Tengsa Nigi, . . . Apu.
Abor Miri, .... Yiai.

Sibsigar Miri, . . . Bdbd.
Deoria Chutia, . . . Tsipd.

Singpho, Wd.

Burman [written), . . Phae.
Burman {spoken), . . . Pkd-e, ahpa.
Khyeng v. Shou, . . Pau.
Kimi, Pd-ei.

Kiimi Am-po.
Mrd V. Toung, . . . Pd.
Sik, Abd.

Talain v. Mon,
Sgau-karen, .

Pwo-karen, .

Toungh-thu, .

Shin, . . .

Annamitic,

Md.
Pah, bah.

Pah.
Pha.
Pau.
Sha.

(with -at, -tiing,

[-urn affixed).

Siamese, Hpau,po.
Ahom, Po.
Khimti, Po. '

Laos, Po,
' Ho (Kol), .... Appu.
Kol (Singhbhum), . . Apung.
Santili, . . . . . Bdbd, dp-
Bhumij Bdhu.
Urion, Bdbe.
Mundala, ApHmg.
Rijmahali, .... A'bd.
Gondi, Wdwo, bdba, ddda.
Gayeti, Bdba.
Rutluk, Bdwo, ddda.
Naikude, Tdg.
Kolami, Bdo.
Midi, Bdba.
Midia, Bakdalta.
Kuri, Ba-abba.
Keikidi, Eiya, bdba.
Khond, ..... Abbd.
Sivara, Uwd.
Gadaba, Abbd.
Yerukala, A'va.
Chentsu, Bd.

Tamil, anc Endd.
Tamil, mod Tandd, tagappan, appan.
Malayilma, anc, . . Caret.

Malayiima, mod., . . Appan.
Telugu, TaMri, abba.
Karnitaka, anc, . . Caret.

Karnitaka, mod., . . Appa, tande.
Tuluva, Amme.
Kurgi, Caret.
Toduva,) .... Eyyan.
Toda, ) .... Eyan, eiyan.

'^^'^t Eyan, eiyane.
^a<?aga, Appa, tande.
Kurumba, .... Tande.

J'"K A'mme, amma.
^^i^V^i'' Tahappen, pitha, thathei.
Smhalese, piyd appd.










